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Abstract

In previous studies, a zonally symmetric, synchronously coupled biosphere
atmosphere model (ZonaIBAM), which includes explicit representation of ecosystem
dynamics, has been developed and validated based on current forcings over the re
gion of West Africa. Here, we use ZonalBAM to study the response of the coupled
biosphere-atmosphere system to changes in the Earth's orbital forcing during the
Middle Holocene (6K yrs BP) and the relative contribution of vegetation and ocean
feedbacks.

Simulations in which vegetation conditions were prescribed to the current distribu
tion, show that an orbitally-induced increased seasonality in insolation for the Middle
Holocene, by itself, results in a 1.10 northward shift in the location of the southern
margin of the Sahara as compared to current solar forcings. When vegetation dy
namics are allowed, a 2.40 northward shift is simulated. However, when dynamic veg
etation is initialized according to Hoelzmann et al. 's [1998] map of palaeovegetation,
a 5.1 0 northward shift is simulated, bringing results more consistent with palaeoevi
dence. Contrary to other studies, these results suggest that multiple climate equilibria
could have coexisted over the region of West Africa during the Middle Holocene. Fur
thermore, based on previous studies on the current climate over the region [Wang
and Eltahir, 2000b], we hypothesize that transitions between these different equilib
ria could have taken place during the Middle Holocene causing the southern desert
margin to migrate between 18.10 Nand 21.40 N and shaping low frequency climate
variability.

In spite of a cold bias in the simulated sea surface temperature (SSTs) for the
current climate, the addition of an interactive mixed layer ocean model (MLOM) to
ZonalBAM provided some insight into how changes in the SSTs in the South Eastern
Tropical Atlantic (SETA) could have resulted in enhancement of the monsoon circu
lation during the Middle Holocene. W~ hypothesize that the addition of an oceanic
component into Mid-Holocene simulations could result in a more northward position
of the southern desert margin, bringing our simulations in much better agreement
with reconstructions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

Located in the region between -150 Nand -300 N over the African continent (Figures

1-1 and 1-2) and spanning an area of about 9,000,000 km2 [Tucker and Nicholson,

1999], the Sahara Desert is currently the largest desert in the world. It is bounded by

the transitional zones of the Sahel in the south and the Mediterranean in the north.

The desert border is defined by the location of the 200 mm/yr precipitation isohyets.

Today, this region is a harsh deserted environment where life-supporting resources

are scarce. But, some 6000 years before present, during the Middle Holocene, it was

thriving with catfish, hippos, elephants, giraffes, and other water-dependent animals.

Lake levels were high [Fontes and Gasse, 1991; Gasse and Van Campo, 1994; Petit

Maire and Guo, 1997], wetlands were abundant [Hoelzmann et al., 1998], and sand

dunes were generally dormant [Sarnthein, 1978].

Climate reconstructions based on proxies such as pollen assemblages, lake sedi

ments, and marine cores support this picture (Table 1.1) [Street and Grove, 1976;

Ritchie et al., 1985; Lizine, 1989; Pachur and Hoelzmann, 1991; Street-Perrott and

Perrott, 1993]. Bones found in dry riverbeds, pottery, utensils, pictures, and carvings

left by ancient civilizations show the transition from sedentary to pastoralist lifestyles

and remain as evidence of how climate shapes the human life [UNESCO, 1962; Petit

Maire et al., 1990]. It is based on this evidence that the scientific study of climate
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change serves its purpose: Understanding the causes behind past climate change is

key in predicting the future impact of both natural and anthropogenic forcings, which

will ultimately influence the fate of the human race.
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Figure 1-1: Region of West Africa showing the location of the main topographical
features.

Before attempting to use a climate model to simulate future climates, it should be

able to appropriately reproduce conditions existing under current forcings. However,

in order to increase our confidence in the model's ability in simulating climate change,

it must successfully reproduce the main features of past climates for regions where

there are enough observations available to allow for comparison. The Middle Holocene

(6K yrs BP) has been widely chosen as a case study for model validation since the

effects of insolation on climate can be isolated for the period. There is evidence

that during the Middle Holocene, CO2 concentrations were close to the preindustrial
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value, the ice sheets had already retreated to their current extent [Peltier, 1993], and

the SSTs were not significantly different from the current [Ruddiman and Mix, 1993;

Felzer et al., 1998]. Additionally, but most importantly, the vast amount of proxies

available for climate reconstruction over the region of West Africa during the period

presents a unique opportunity to test model results against observations. Synthesis

of Mid-Holocene data in the region are required in order to test the ability of climate

models to simulate conditions under forcings different from the current.

This constitutes the basic motivation behind this research: to understand the

mechanisms behind past climate change as a basis for extrapolation into studies of

future climate change. With the purpose of gaining a deeper understanding of the

mechanisms behind climate change over the West African region, we attempt to

validate the utility of our climate model, ZonaIBAM, in reproducing past changes,

using the Middle Holocene as a basis for comparison with the current climate.
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Figure 1-2: Political map of West Africa.
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Location Long. Lat. Reconstructed Reference
prec. (mm/yr)

Lake Chad, 16°30' E 13°44' N (300 to 350) K utzbach, 1980
Nigeria +current

West Nubian 25°30' E 18°30' N total: Hoelzmann et al., 2000
Basin, Sudan 500 to 900

Oyo depression 26°11' E 19°16' N total: 300 Ritchie et al., 1985
Lezine, 1989

Chemchane, 12°13' W 20°56' N total: 400 Lezine, 1989
Mauritania

Table 1.1: Reconstructed total annual precipitation in North Africa for the Middle
Holocene.

1.2 Orbital Theory

Before attempting to fully understand the mechanisms underlying the expansion of

the Sahara Desert to its current extent it is important to start by analyzing how

the driving force of the climate system, namely the energy balance, changed during

the period. This is achieved by invoking the astronomical theory developed by the

Serbian scientist Milutin Milankovitch in the 1920s.

The geometry of the Earth's orbit can be defined by the three classical astro

insolation parameters based on the pioneering studies of Milankovitch, namely the

obliquity, eccentricity, and precession (Figure 1-3). These parameters vary in time,

mainly as a result of the gravitational forces exerted on the Earth by other planets.

As a consequence, three timescales of climate change are produced, affecting the

latitudinal and seasonal distribution of incoming solar radiation at the top of the

Earth's atmosphere. Based on astronomical considerations, these parameters can

be obtained as a summation of sinusoidal terms whose amplitudes, frequencies, and

phases have been most recently estimated by Berger [1978a,b]. Furthermore, these

can also be evidenced on proxy records of climate such as the oxygen-isotope content

of foraminifera and in the chronology o~ tropical reef development.
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Precession of the equinoxes (22 kyrs)

Figure 1-3: Classical astro-insolation parameters, and their associated periodicities
based on the works of Milankovitch in the 1920s.

Precessional cycles reflect secular changes in the Earth's perihelion -the season

when the Earth is closest to the Sun. Precession can be separated into two compo

nents: axial and elliptical precession. Axial precession results from the torque of the

Sun and Moon on~the Earth's Equator causing the Earth's axis of rotation to wobble

with a period of 26 kyrs. Elliptical precession, which results from planetary effects

on the entire Earth's mass, causes the Earth's elliptical orbit to rotate independently

about one of its focus. The resulting effect is that the equinoxes and solstices shift

slowly around the Earth's orbit with a period of 22 kyrs.
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Obliquity refers to the degree of tilting of the Earth's axis of rotation with respect

to the plane of the ecliptic -the plane formed by the Earth's orbit around the Sun.

The obliquity of the Earth's axis changes between 22° and 25° with a period of 41 kyrs

as a result of planetary effects on the position of the ecliptic in space. The climatic

effect of obliquity is that increased tilt amplifies the seasonality at high latitudes since

a greater tilt would expose polar regions to relatively more radiation than the tropics.

Eccentricity is related to how the shape of the Earth's orbit changes in time with

a period of 100 kyrs. It results from the gravitational pull of the Sun and planets. At

one extreme the orbit approaches a circle and at the other a more elongated ellipse.

More elliptical orbits tend to have a greater climatic influence on the seasons, but

this effect mainly acts as a modulator of the precessional cycle producing periodic

effects every 19 kyrs and 23 kyrs [Cronin, 1999].

So, from this limited perspective, the periodicity inherent in these parameters

would result in periodic climate changes significant over milenial-timescales. However,

due to the existence of feedbacks in the Earth's climate system and recently more

important, due to anthropogenic effects, the response of the climate system is highly

non-linear.

The Middle Holocene (6K yrs BP) has been the object of recent study since the

effects of insolation on climate can be isolated for the period, while the extent of the

ice sheets [Peltier, 1993] and global SSTs [Ruddiman and Mix, 1993] were similar to

today's. The period of maximum insolation resulting from changes in the Earth's

orbit in fact occurred during the Early Holocene (9K yrs BP). However, since the

Laurentide and Scandinavian ice sheets were still present at 9K yrs BP and CO2 con

centrations were significantly different from preindustrial levels, the Middle Holocene

has been widely chosen for comparison with current forcings. During the Middle

Holocene (6K yrs BP), the insolation anomaly was about 6 % (-25 W1m2) greater in

the Northern Hemisphere summer and 6 % less in the Northern Hemisphere winter,

mainly because perihelion occurred near the autumnal equinox (rather than close to

winter solstice as today) and the Earth;s axial tilt was larger than at present (24.10°

versus 23.45°). Precessional cycles have been found to be the most important pa-
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rameter influencing low and middle latitude seasonality, and consequently, climatic

processes such as tropical wetland activity, equatorial upwelling, and tropical mon

soons [Prell and Kutzbach, 1987]. Nevertheless, the effect of increased tilt on monsoon

circulations has been found to be of secondary importance [Park and Oglesby, 1990].

It is of current scientific interest to understand the mechanisms through which

these insolation changes enhanced the monsoon climate of West Africa during the pe

riod resulting in a significant rainfall increase, as has been widely recorded. Palaeon

tological, geochemical, and sedimentological proxy records suggest significantly wetter

conditions over the Sahel/Sahara region during the Middle Holocene (6K yrs BP).

Evidence exists of grass/savannah vegetation expanding as much as 500 km further

north (to at least 23° N) and lakes showing significantly wetter conditions to about

30° N as compared to current conditions. The great amount of palaeodata available

and the vast number of studies performed for the region, present a unique opportunity

to test a model's performance when subject to different forcings.

1.3 Literature Review on Palaeoclimatic Evidence

The importance of using models in which the components of the climate system

are synchronously coupled has been stressed by several studies as the key to more

accurately reproduce the palaeoclimate [Brostrom et al., 1998; Hoelzmann et al.,

1998; Braconnot et al., 1999; Foley et al., 2000]. However, efforts in this direction

have been limited both by computational constraints and the lack of a quantitative

set of boundary and initial conditions for the period.

Advances in the use of proxies for the reconstruction of past climates have allowed

scientists to get more insight into the mechanisms of past climate change and have

served as significant tools for model evaluation [Kohfeld and Harrison, 2000] and

development. Several palaeoenvironmental datasets have been developed recently.

With recent advances in the spatial coverage, quality, time resolution, dating control

and interpretation of observations, these datasets are becoming more and more useful

in model evaluation. However, their use as boundary and initial conditions for model
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simulation is limited due to the spatial generalization and regridding required, pro

cesses through which detailed features in the data could be lost. For example, Martin

[1998] has demonstrated that in AGCMs, the biome-based inference of vegetation

characteristics is not equivalent to the cell-by-cell estimation of these parameters.

In the subsequent sections these proxy-based reconstructions of the Mid-Holocene

climate over West Africa are presented based primarily on the component of the

climate system they describe.

1.3.1 Vegetation and Soils

Several studies using atmospheric general circulation models (AGCMs) in which

only changes in insolation were taken into account, have consistently underestimated

[Kutzbach and Guetter, 1986; Yu and Harrison, 1996; Hall and Valdes, 1997; Mas

son and Joussaume, 1997] the expected greening of the Sahara during the Middle

Holocene. Their results suggest that some positive feedback mechanisms are needed

to explain the full magnitude of the observed greening. Although the vegetation, soil,

lake, wetland, and ocean feedbacks on climate have been omitted in these studies,

these have been identified as the possible mechanisms through which orbital forcings

could have been enhanced to produce the recorded significant rainfall increase. The

reasoning behind this has been demonstrated by Eltahir and Gong [1996]. They have

found that the strength of the monsoon circulation, bringing moisture from the ocean

inland during summer, is controlled by the gradient of boundary-layer moist static

energy between the land and the ocean. Consequently, changes over land or over the

ocean will result in changes in the surface fluxes which feed the boundary layer with

moist static energy, and will, therefore, affect its gradient.

From previous studies it has become evident that the inclusion of changes to

the vegetation conditions during the Middle Holocene is important in order to get a

better match between the simulated and reconstructed climate. Therefore, the need

for a detailed database of vegetation distribution and characteristics for the Middle

Holocene has become critical. It would serve as both boundaryjinitial conditions

and as a basis for the comparison of model simulations. The most recent efforts in
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this direction include reconstructions of palaeovegetation by the BlOME 6000 project

[Hoelzmann et al., 1998; Jolly et al., 1998, 1999; Prentice et al., 1998], the National

Climate Research Program of the German Government (hereafter called NCRPGG)

[Anhuf et al., 2000], and the Quaternary Environment Networks (hereafter called

QEN) [Adams, 1997; Adams and Faure, 1997].

Using mostly pollen data from terrestrial and marine sediment cores, past veg

etation cover has been reconstructed by these groups. These reconstructions show

a significant shift from desert to grass/savannah vegetation in the Early- to Mid

Holocene as a result of wetter conditions in the region, consistent with a monsoon

enhancement. As an example, Jolly et al. 's [1998] biome reconstruction from conti

nental pollen data, show that the Sahara/Sahel boundary was as far north as 23° N

in eastern and central northern Africa, respectively. Their pollen data from marine

cores suggest a more southward position of this boundary in coastal western Africa,

probably between 15° Nand 19°N [Rossignol-Strick and Duzer, 1979; Hooghiemstra,

1989]. Similarly, the most northward location of this boundary in western Africa dur

ing the period, was identified as 20° N in NCRPGG's reconstruction based on pollen

data alone [Anhuf et al., 2000]. However, evidence on the existence of vegetation in

the margins of the today hyperarid Tanezrouft Desert, located in southern Algeria

and the border zone of Mali (-23° Nand -1° E) in the middle of the Sahara, suggest

that conditions were significantly greener even further north [Petit-Maire et al., 1990].

According to Hoelzmann et al. [1998], the most reliable method for reconstructing

local vegetation is based on pollen records. However, since pollen preservation in arid

to semiarid areas is generally poor, supplemental data is required [Street-Perrott and

Perrott, 1993]. The addition of charcoal and plant macrofossil data from several

archaeological sites in the region has been used by Hoelzmann et al. [1998] and Jolly

et al. [1999] to supplement the pollen data in the BlOME 6000 project. A map of

the vegetation distribution at 6K yrs BP has been produced by the BlOME 6000

project by determining the diversity and abundance of taxa belonging to different

plant functional types (pfts). Based on the relative abundance of each pft, biomes

have been assigned between 5 types and tabulated in terms of the percentage of
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the area occupied in a 1°X1 0 grid. Additionally, percentages of wetland and lake

areas are included in the dataset, which is available through the internet. Their

vegetation distribution is similar to that of the QEN, except for small discrepancies

due to differences in the vegetation classification. BlOME 6000's more complete

reconstruction shows grassland extending to at least 230 N in the western and eastern

Sahara, and up to 260 N in the region north of Lake Chad in the central Sahara

[Brostrom et al., 1998; Hoelzmann et al., 1998]. In addition, lake reconstructions

represent a good alternative when other data sources are scarce. Evidence of this is

shown in Jolly et al. 's [1998] reconstruction of lake-levels from the coastal region of

West Africa, where they found conditions wetter than present to at least 21 0 N, instead

of the 19°N found based on marine pollen data alone. Several studies [Kutzbach et al.,

1996; Doherty et al., 2000; Texier et al., 2000; Carrington et al., 2001] also suggest

the possibility that the distribution of vegetation north of -200 -250 N was not as

spatially continuous as has been inferred from the interpolation between a limited

number of sites, and that local moisture recycling may have played an important

role in maintaining regional-scale patches of vegetation/lakes/wetlands rather than a

uniform continental-scale vegetation shift.

In the equatorial region, data from the BlOME 6000, shows a reduction in the West

African rainforest and precipitation near Cameroon when compared to the present

[Jolly et al., 1998], consistent with a more northerly position of the monsoon front

during summer as a result of a more seasonal climate near the Equator. However,

data compiled by the QEN [Hamilton, 1988] show that rainforest extent during the

period was greater than today.

Consistent with the greener vegetation distribution in the Sahel/Sahara region

during the Middle Holocene, a higher organic content in the soils of the region is

evident in several locations [Petit-Maire and Riser, 1983; Haynes, 1985]. This change

resulted in a higher soil moisture capacity and a decreased surface albedo, the latter

of which could have contributed to the monsoon enhancement by affecting the en

ergy balance at the surface. Additionally, evidence on generally dormant sand dunes

[Sarnthein, 1978], and consequently, lower aerosol dust loadings in the Eastern Equa-
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torial Atlantic [de Menocal et al., 2000] during the period, are consistent with higher

precipitation and soil moisture conditions.

In addition to the direct inference of vegetation conditions, several methods to

translate pollen data into quantitative estimates of climatic variables, such as tem

perature and precipitation, exist [Guiot, 1990; Vincens et al., 1993]. As an example,

Street-Perrott and Perrott's [1993] reconstruction from pollen data show wetter con

ditions in the coastal areas of West Africa and in Chad at 6K yrs BP. Other efforts

in this direction have similarly yielded very sparse data, which is not useful for the

comparison of model simulations. Therefore, several climate modelers [Jolly et al.,

1998] have used an alternative approach in which the simulated climatic variables are

translated into vegetation types by the use of biome models, and the resulting maps

are directly compared to observations of vegetation cover at a site.

1.3.2 Surface Waters

As demonstrated on the previous section, although pollen-based reconstructions of

past climates are more reliable, their preservation is poor in arid to semiarid areas

[Street-Perrott and Perrott, 1993]. Therefore, reconstructions based on lake-levels

present a good alternative. Lakes in arid to semiarid areas are very sensitive to vari

ations in their hydrological cycle. Therefore, these have served as the most common

indicators of climate change during the Holocene. Additionally, they contribute to

the local hydrologic budget and interact with the climate by modifying the charac

teristics of the land surface. Due to their high heat capacity they serve as buffers by

limiting the range of temperature fluctuations. Also, their high water content favors

evaporation over sensible heating.

The Holocene record of lake-level fluctuations in West Africa has been derived from

various sources such as the distribution of nearby archaeological sites, the location of

old shorelines, and the stratigraphy and geochemistry of sediment cores. The Oxford

Lake-Level Data Bank, derived as part of the Cooperative Holocene Mapping Project

[COHMAP Members, 1994]' comprises records of lake status, a measure of relative

water depth, for lake basins which have been closed for part, or all, of their Late
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Quaternary history. In this data bank, lake status was originally determined at 1000

year intervals between 30K yrs BP and the present day (OK yrs BP = 1950 AD), and

is given as a relative value with respect to the total altitudinal range of fluctuation.

It is divided into low (0-15% of range, including dry lakes), intermediate (15-70%

of range), and high levels (70-100% of range, including overflowing lakes). Figure

1-4 shows the difference in the lake-level status between the Middle Holocene and the

current conditions. It can be noticed that lake-levels were higher to much higher than

the present during the Middle Holocene. Neglecting the lagged response to climate

change of groundwater recharge into lakes, changes in the lake area and depth can

be seen as resulting from changes in the net water balance (P - E). Additionally,

since the changes shown in Figure 1-4 occurred simultaneously in such a vast area,

the hypothesis for significantly wetter conditions over West Africa during the Mid

Holocene is strongly supported.
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Figure 1-4: Difference in the lake level status between the Middle Holocene and the
current climate based on reconstructions by COHMAP [1994].
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Hoelzmann et al.'s [1998] reconstruction of palaeovegetation as part of the BlOME

6000 project, also includes the areal percentages occupied by wetlands and open-water

lakes as well as the primary direction of surface drainage. Their dataset suggest that

lake-levels were higher as far north as 30° N. They have found that the total areal

percentage occupied by surface waters during the Middle Holocene was about 7.4%,

which is more than a tenfold expansion as compared to their current extent. Wetlands

occupied 4.6% (-750,000 km2) of the total area in north Africa, with 1.1% in the west

and 8.2% in the central and eastern portions. Similarly, lakes occupied 2.8% (-460,000

km2 ) of the total land surface in north Africa, with 5.8% in the east and 0.5% in the

west. The largest percentage of lakes in the eastern part of north Africa is due to

the inclusion of Lake Mega Chad, which was fed by rivers from the eastern Tibesti

Mountains (Figure 1-1) and occupied about 350,000 km2 (as compared to its current

extent of 20,000 km2) [Schneider, 1967; Pachur and Altmann, 1997; Kohfeld and

Harrison, 2000]. Their data also suggests a very extensive area of wetlands to the

southeast of Lake Mega Chad similar to the scale of the lake itself, giving rise to

an estimate of an additional 300-350 mm/yr of rainfall required for their sustenance.

Additionally, large areas occupied by lakes were located in the Niger Basin (-15,200

km2-56,000 km2
) [Petit-Maire, 1987, 1988, 1989], the Mali Desert (-7,600 km2) [Petit

Maire and Riser, 1983], West Nubia (-7,000 km2) [Pachur and Rottinger, 1997], and

the Danakil Desert (-7,000 km2 ) [Gasse et al., 1974].

According to Petit-Maire and Guo [1997], the recorded water spots were located

in nearly all the impervious closed depressions which could retain rainfall water or

between dunes, but also in areas prone to feeding by regional aquifers. For example,

evidence on small freshwater lakes were found at the region occupied today by the

hyperarid Tanezrouft Desert (-23° N, -1° E) in the middle of the Sahara, whose

seasonal waters provided nomadic cattle herdsmen with freshwater and a place to

stay for a few days or weeks [Petit-Maire et al., 1990]. They found that the evidence

for high lake-levels was scarcer, but still existent, from 24° N to 30° N due to the

flatter landscape of the region which was not favorable for the formation of surface

waters. They believe that the occasional precipitation that fell quickly infiltrated
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or evaporated due to the high potential evaporation in the region. Their evidence

suggests that two sources of rains fed these water bodies: one originating from the

south (basically the monsoon rains), and one from the northwest corresponding to

polar depressions and Atlantic cyclones which were predominant during winter and

were more able to cross the barrier formed by the Atlas mountains (Figure 1-1).

Geomorphic and sedimentological evidence show that during the Middle Holocene,

there was a major expansion of the surface drainage network as compared to today.

The Sahara was drained by rivers and wadis, some of which can still be observed

on satellite images [Hoelzmann et al., 1998]. According to Petit-Maire and Riser

[1987], some of these channels were occupied by perennial rivers, but most seemed

to have been occupied episodically. Most large rivers are believed to have followed

similar courses as today (e.g. Senegal and Niger Rivers), but the amount of water

transported was significantly larger during the Mid-Holocene with increased inputs to

the Mediterranean, which are consistent with large increases of freshwater input to the

region [Rossignol-Strick et al., 1982; Rossignol-Strick, 1985]. In the central Sahara,

large drainage systems forming on the eastern Tibesti mountains flowed northward

to the Mediterranean and southward to the region near Lake Mega Chad.

From these reconstructions, it is evident that on average conditions during the

Middle Holocene were significantly wetter than today. However, several studies in

dicate that conditions during the Holocene were probably much more complex than

previously thought. This issue will be discussed in more detail in Section 1.3.6.

Limitations in the temporal resolution of lake-level reconstructions tend to obscure

possible high-frequency fluctuations in the extent of the monsoon penetration. As

an example, lake-level reconstructions by Gasse and Van Campo [1994]' suggest dry

events of minor amplitude around 6K yrs BP. They found a marked decline in the

lake-levels of the Termite (16°05' N, 11°15' E) and Bougdouma sites (13°19' N, 11°40'

E) at about 6.3-6K yrs BP.
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1.3.3 Ocean Conditions

Reconstructions of sea surface temperature based on planktonic foraminifera from

ocean sediment cores [Morley and Dworetzky, 1993; Ruddiman and Mix, 1993] show

only small changes for the Middle Holocene. In general these reconstructions show

slightly cooler SSTs along the Equatorial Atlantic and off the northwestern coast

of West Africa. However, most of these changes are close to the standard error of

the transfer function, and are, therefore, not statistically significant. Additionally,

complex patterns of positive and negative anomalies were found in relatively small

areas, making their interpretation more difficult.

Due to the large thermal capacity of the ocean, the insolation changes that took

place during the Middle Holocene were probably not enough to cause large direct

changes. Additionally, land ice and sea level were the same as current since the

Laurentide and Scandinavian ice sheets had already retreated [Kutzbach and Guetter,

1986; COHMAP Members, 1988; Peltier, 1993; Ruddiman and Mix, 1993; Felzer et al.,

1998]. Atmospheric CO2 concentrations were also close to their preindustrial levels.

For all these reasons, SST anomalies are expected to be small as shown in reconstruc

tions. However, it is believed that an orbitally-induced increased low-level flow into

West Africa could have resulted in weaker trade winds and equatorial upwelling dur

ing the Middle Holocene producing a small localized warming of the Tropical North

Atlantic (TNA: 10° N-25° N) [Kutzbach, 1981; Ruddiman and Mix, 1993]. An inter

play between a small orbitally-induced direct cooling of the South Eastern Tropical

Atlantic (SETA: 25° S-5° Nand 15° W-15° E) region and the indirect warming of

the TNA, expected due to weaker trade winds could at least partially explain the

complicated patterns found in the SST anomalies during the Mid-Holocene.

Based on simulations with a synchronously coupled atmosphere-Iand-ocean-sea

ice model, Otto-Bliesner [1999] has found that teleconnections between Sahel pre

cipitation and ENSO SST anomalies were absent during the Middle Holocene with

the Tropical Atlantic SSTs asserting the dominant influence. Faunal evidence on the

Peruvian coast of stable, warm tropical water could indicate the absence of ENSO
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for some millenia before 5K yrs BP [Sandweiss et al., 1996]. However, interpretation

of evidence on the subject is still subject to controversy.

1.3.4 Atmospheric Composition

In addition to pollen and lake-level based reconstructions, evidence on changes in

the atmospheric composition can give additional clues about conditions in the West

African region during the Middle Holocene. Interannual increases in the export of

African dust aerosols to the subtropical Atlantic marine boundary layer by the African

easterly jet have been related to negative annual precipitation anomalies in the source

areas [Prospero and Nees, 1977; Middleton, 1987; Moulin et al., 1997; de Menocal et

al., 2000], when diminished vegetation allows loose soils to be more easily transported.

These precipitation anomalies have in turn been linked to changes in the vegetation

conditions and sea-surface temperature anomalies in the Tropical Atlantic [Druyan,

1987; Eltahir and Gong, 1996]. A sharp increase in the terrigenous composition of a

sediment core located off the coast of Mauritania, is centered at about 5-6 K yrs BP,

consistent with the abrupt termination of the African humid period [de Menocal et

al., 2000], when generally dormant sand dunes became ,more active [Samthein, 1978].

Several reconstructions of past atmospheric CO2 concentrations from ice cores

show that these did not change dramatically over the course of the last 6000 years

[Neftel et al., 1982; Lorius et al., 1984; Bamola et al., 1987; Raynaud et al., 1993;

Felzer et al., 1998] so that during the Middle Holocene (-265 ppmv) they were only

slightly lower than preindustrial levels (-280 ppm). These slightly lower concentra

tions could have, at least in part, resulted from the additional storage provided by

the denser vegetation in the monsoon regions [Beerling, 2000], although this is still

subject to controversy.

Changes in methane are related to temperature- and moisture-related changes

in the global extent of wetlands, since wetlands (such as swamps and peat bogs)

are today the primary source of this g~s. The great amount of subtropical wetlands

during the Middle Holocene could have provided a larger source of methane during the

period since biological wetland activity is greater in warm and humid environments.
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Consistently, a relatively high atmospheric CH4 concentration has been recorded for

the Early to Mid-Holocene [Petit-Maire et al., 1991; Blunier et al., 1995].

1.3.5 Location of the Main Atmospheric Structures

Several studies have suggested that the Intertropical Convergence Zone occupied a

more northerly position during the Middle Holocene summer in West Africa, con

sistent with a more northward penetration of the monsoon rains during the season

[Street and Grove, 1976; Jolly et al., 1998]. As an example, based on a macrophys

ical model, Bryson [1992] has found that the ITCZ was located -1-2° further north

than today during August -the month of maximum penetration, bringing rainfall to

about 27° N. However, according to Street and Grove [1976], data is still insufficient

to determine whether its mean position lay further north than now.

North of this location, precipitation nowadays occurs in the winter season associ

ated with cyclonic storms. However, most of these systems are currently not able to

penetrate inland due to the barrier formed by the Atlas mountain range, so that win

ter precipitation in the region is currently very rare (-150 mm/yr at 31° N: Bryson,

[1992]). Petit-Maire and Guo [1997], Cheddadi et al. [1998], and Texier et al. [2000]

have suggested that during the Middle Holocene, the Mediterranean cyclonic rain

belt deepened and reached further southward than today making it easier for these

cyclones to cross the Atlas barrier. This can be evidenced in the reconstruction of

the level of a lake located over the Atlas Mountains in Morocco, which shows an arid

event occurring at -6K yrs BP, consistent with a more southward position or the

weakening of the westerly jet stream winds [Cheddadi et al., 1998]. The possibility

of a southward displacement of the jet stream during the period is also consistent

with the occurrence of high lake-levels in Algeria and Israel [Street and Grove, 1976],

which could have. resulted from more cyclonic activity being able to cross the Atlas

barrier along with a few monsoon-related rains.
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1.3.6 Variability of the Climate System

From the reconstructions of West African conditions during the Middle Holocene pre

sented in the previous sections, it is evident that on average conditions during the

period were significantly wetter than today. However, several studies suggest that the

Holocene period was much more complex than previously thought with smaller-scale

fluctuations reflecting possible causes different from the broad trends attributable to

orbital forcing [Street-Perrott and Perrott, 1993]. Although the limited temporal res

olution of lake-level reconstruction may obscure possible high-frequency fluctuations

in the regional climate, several records suggest dry events of minor amplitude around

6K yrs BP. For example, Gasse and Van Campo [1994] found a marked decline in

lake-level at about 6.3-6 K yrs BP on the Termite (16°05' N, 11°15' E) and Boug

douma (13°19' N, 11°40'E) sites. In their study they have identified a possible series

of mechanisms explaining these fluctuations.

First, the reduction in albedo accompanying the recorded shift from desert to

grass/savannah vegetation in the Middle Holocene in response to a higher water avail

ability, could have provided an important positive feedback mechanism for monsoon

enhancement. This mechanism of albedo reduction amplifying the positive rainfall

anomaly has been identified by Eltahir and Gong [1996] as important in increasing

the amount of net surface radiation, and consequently, the moist static energy fed

into the land boundary layer which would result in a stronger monsoon. Additionally,

large-scale forcings such as variations in the local and global ocean conditions (SSTs)

could have provided another mechanism explaining these fluctuations.

Evidence on the complexity of the Mid-Holocene hydrology over the region has also

been identified by Maley [1982]' and Lezine and Casanova [1989] based on changes in

the rainfall regime at Lake Mega Chad in the Sahel. High lake-levels were concurrent

with minor local positive oscillations in a general trend of decreasing wetness in

the subtropical Sahara. Similarly, Lamb et al. [1995] presents evidence on several

century-scale arid events occurring probably during winter, rather than in summer as

in tropical West Africa, in the montane Mediterranean zone of Morocco as reflected in
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the low levels recorded during summer in a lake which is mostly fed by groundwater.

These changes, however, are probably related to a southward displacement in the

mid-latitude jet stream during the period.

1.3.7 Human Population

Petit-Maire [1994] has prepared a map of radiocarbon-dated data for the Sahara dur

ing the Holocene (Figure 1-5). It covers information on proxy markers of humidity

such as surface waters, geochemical deposits, vegetative cover, and skeletal remains

of aquatic and large land animals. Additionally, it includes information on prehistoric

habitats describing the lifestyle of people during the period. Based on this evidence,

they have been able to correlate the significantly wetter Sahara during the Middle

Holocene with human occupation in the region. Based on the abundance of humid

ity evidence, they identified a hydrological optimum between 8.5 and 6.5K yrs BP.

However, the distribution of human settlements, suggesting a semi-sedentary lifestyle,

peaks about 1,000 years later, at a time (-6K yrs BP) when the Sahara started to

expand. Evidence [Petit-Maire et al., 1990] suggests that temporary shallow pools

and vegetative cover, reaching even into the today hyperarid Tanezrouft Desert in the

Sahara, provided seasonal freshwater for nomadic cattle herdsmen that could have

lived there for a few days or weeks.

The lag between human occupation and humid conditions have been attributed by

Petit-Maire [1994] to the delayed migratory response of vegetation, preys, and man,

probably in that order, into previously hyperarid areas. Their evidence indicates that

the progressive hydrological deterioration, which started from the Middle Holocene,

induced wide migrations from the desert lowlands into the African highlands of the

mountains, the Atlantic coast, and the banks of the Niger, Senegal, Euphrat, Tigris

and Nile rivers where water availability was higher. Bones found in dry riverbeds,

pottery, utensils, pictures, and carvings left by ancient civilizations show a transition

from sedentary to pastoralist lifestyles and remain as evidence of how climate shapes

the human life [UNESCO, 1962; Petit-Maire et al., 1990].

The causes behind this hydrological deterioration were not understood until very
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recently. Most evidence shows that these causes were natural and related to a de

creased insolation amplified by vegetation dynamics. Possible anthropogenic impacts

through deforestation did not play an important role mainly because the Neolithic

population was relatively small and it is believed that they were careful in conserving

the environment [Petit-Maire, 1994]. Conversely, these drier conditions are believed

to have been the possible stimulus leading to the foundation of civilizations along the

river banks.

100 E
Longitude

Figure 1-5: Radiocarbon data from Petit-Maire [1994] showing evidence of more

humid conditions during the Middle Holocene: 0 = soil; *= charcoal;* = human bones and pottery; 6 = large animals (e.g. elephants,
ostrich); 0 = molluscs, fish, shells; 0 = plant remains.
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1.4 Literature Review on Previous Studies

Several studies using atmospheric general circulation models (AGCMs) have found

significantly wetter conditions over West Africa during the Middle Holocene (Table

1.2). However, the extent of the monsoon penetration has been consistently underes

timated [Kutzbach and Guetter, 1986; Yu and Harrison, 1996; Hall and Valdes, 1997;

Masson and Joussaume, 1997]. As an example, a series of simulations, using eighteen

climate models (AGCMs), based on current and 6K yrs BP forcings have been per

formed as part of the Palaeoclimate Modeling lntercomparison Project (PMIP) [Har

rison et al., 1998; Joussaume et al., 1999]. In these models, the biosphere-atmosphere

interaction has been limited by prescribing vegetation characteristics, such as local

albedo and surface roughness, to their current values. The output of these simulations

has been subsequently used to force the BlOME model [Prentice et al., 1992] giving

the vegetation distribution in equilibrium with these forcings. Although the PMIP

simulations show a northward shift of the rainfall belt, and correspondingly of steppe

and xerophytic biomes at the expense of desert in the Sahel/Sahara region, none of

these models produced steppic vegetation north of 19° N. These results imply that

orbital changes alone are not sufficient to produce the wetter than today conditions

suggested by palaeodata. Some positive feedback mechanisms are then needed to

explain the full magnitude of the observed expansion.

Although the vegetation, soil, lake, wetland, and ocean feedbacks on climate have

been omitted in these studies, these have been identified as the possible mechanisms

through which orbital forcings could have been enhanced to produce the recorded

significant rainfall increase. As an example, Phillips and Held [1994] studied the re

sponse of a climate model to changes in orbital forcings and found that changes in

insolation were primarily responsible for the intensification of the Northern Hemi

sphere monsoons. "However, they also found that soil moisture had a significant effect

on the African monsoon by increasing precipitation by a factor of two.

Several attempts to at least partially include these effects have resulted in mixed

conclusions due to the difficulty in separating robust climate features and those which
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Model Type Resolution a Vegetation Ocean Surf. waters Max. southern b References
desert limit

ECHAM4 c AGCM - VCP6 SPO - 21.5° N Knorr et al., 2000
GENESIS1.02 OAGCM R15*12 VCPO SC to a - 23° N Foley, 1994

MLOM
GENESIS2+IBIS VOAGCM R15*16 SC to SC to a - 20° N Doherty et al., 2000

IBIS MLOM
GENESIS2+MOM1 OAGCM 3.75°*3.75°*- - AC to - 23° N Kutzbach and Liu, 1997

MOM1
IPSL OAGCM 64*50*11 AC to SC - 21° N Braconnot et al., 1999

(92*76*31) BlOME1 (OAGCM)
LMD4.3 and AGCM 48*36*11 and VCPO SPO - 21° N Masson and

LMD5.3 64*50*11 Joussaume, 1997
LMD5.3+0cean OAGCM 64*50*11 VCPO SC - 21.5° N Braconnot et al., 2000
Parallelise model (92*76*31) (OAGCM)

LMD5.3 AGCM 64*50*11 AC to SPO - 18° N Texier et al., 1997
BlOME1

NCAR CCM3 AGCM T42*18 VCPO SPO SW6 20° N Coe and Bonan, 1997
NCAR CCM3 AGCM - VCP6 SPO SW6 20° N Brostrom et al., 1998

18 AGCMs (PMIP) AGCM Several VCPO SPO - 19° N Joussaume et -al., 1999
Several AGCM Several VCPO SPO - 20° N Yu and Harrison, 1996

Harrison et al., 1998

a Spectral horizontal resolution*vertical levels, or number of grid points in longitude*latitude*vertical, or ° longitude*o lati
tude*verticallevels. Values in parenthesis indicate resolution of oceanic model.

b Directly stated on reference or approximately determined as location of 200 mm/yr of precipitation.
C All simulations, except this one, use 6K yrs BP solar insolation. For this simulation, modern solar insolation was used (see text).

AGCM = atmospheric general circulation model; OAGCM = oceanic and atmospheric general circulation model; VOAGCM
= vegetation, oceanic and atmospheric general circulation model; AC = asynchronously coupled; SC = synchronously coupled;
VCPO = vegetation conditions prescribed as present; VCP6 = vegetation conditions prescribed as for 6K yrs BP; MLOM =
mixed layer ocean model; SPO = SSTs prescribed as present; SW6 = surface water prescribed as for 6K yrs BP; PMIP =
Palaeoclimate Modeling Intercomparison Project; - = not specified.

Table 1.2: Summary of simulations of the Middle Holocene (6K yrs BP) and results for West Africa.
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are model dependent. For example, Brostrom et al. [1998] found a reduction in the

discrepancy between the simulated and recorded steppe/desert limit from a range of

5 - 9° to a range of 2 - 5° in latitude when prescribing land-surface conditions based

on Hoelzmann et al.'s [1998] map of palaeovegetation and soils, instead of the current

distribution. However, incorporating prescribed changes to the lake and wetland

areas did not produce a further northward migration of the monsoon front. This is

contrary to Coe and Bonan's study [1997], in which they found a slight northward

shift of the monsoon frontal boundary in July and increased precipitation along -18°

N as a result of an increased moisture availability and circulation changes due to

a prescribed higher water level for Lake Mega Chad. Nevertheless, the increased

precipitation found by Coe and Bonan [1997] was not enough to fully reproduce the

surface waters used in their study.

Other studies have gone beyond by asynchronously coupling ocean and/or static

vegetation models to AGCMs [Texier et al., 1997; Braconnot et al., 1999; de Noblet

Ducoudre et al., 2000]. Using a global coupled ocean-atmosphere GCM iteratively

coupled to a biome model, Braconnot et al. [1999] found that synergistic feedbacks

between the ocean and vegetation are needed to fully reproduce the observed 5°

northward shift in the desert/steppe boundary. The role of the ocean has been found

to be in enhancing the moisture advection inland, while the main contribution of

vegetation was found to be in increasing local recycling. Although these models do

not allow for simulating the transient response of the climate system, these have served

as tools to better understand and isolate the mechanisms through which feedbacks

can take place, especially when studying long-term climate change [Liu et al., 1999].

The importance of using models in which the components of the climate system

are synchronously coupled has been stressed by several studies as the key to more ac

curately reproduce the palaeoclimate [Brostrom et al., 1998; Hoelzmann et al., 1998;

Braconnot et al., 1999; Foley et al., 2000]. The main reason behind this is that,

contrary to asynchronous coupling, synchronous coupling guarantees the use of one

common parameterization for the surface processes and its interactions resulting in

more consistent simulations [Foley et al., 1998]. Additionally, synchronous coupling,
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avoids the introduction of excessive interannual variability through the buffering ac

tion of the biosphere, includes different timescales of interaction between the atmo

sphere and the biosphere, and allows for the inclusion of not only physical feedbacks

but also exchanges of water and carbon between both components [Foley et al., 2000].

Consequently, synchronous coupling allows for a more detailed analysis of transient

and long-term climate change, and results in a better understanding of the interaction

between those processes that are being simulated. However, efforts in this direction

have been limited both by computational constraints and the lack of a quantitative

set of boundaryjinitial conditions for the period.

After a thorough literature search, we have only found one study, for both current

and 6K yrs BP forcings, in which the ocean, atmosphere, and vegetation have been

synchronously coupled [Ganopolski et al., 1998]. In this study it has been found that

vegetation dynamics account for the major precipitation changes in the region, while

the role of the ocean remained ambiguous. This is contrary to the significant positive

ocean contribution found by Kutzbach et al. [1997], Braconnot et al. [1999], and Liu

et al. [1999]. Although these results agree well with the palaeoclimate, the coarse

model resolution (100 in latitude by 510 in longitude) does not allow for a detailed

analysis of regional dynamics. The most recent effort in this direction has been done

by Doherty et al. [2000] with the synchronous coupling of a climate and vegetation

model with a higher resolution (4.50 in latitude by 7.50 in longitude). However, as

with other models, the expected greening of the Sahara has not been fully reproduced.

More recently, Knorr et al. [2000] have been able to almost fully reproduce the

Middle Holocene greening of the Sahara by simply prescribing changes to the surface

albedo in the region, thereby affecting the amount of solar radiation reflected back

into the atmosphere. For the current climate, the surface albedo was derived based on

measurements by the Meteosat satellite [Pinty et al., 2000a,b], while for the Middle

Holocene it was prescribed based on Hoelzmann et al.'s [1998] map of palaeovegeta

tion. In their study, insolation changes resulting from changes in the Earth's orbital

configuration were not taken into account. Therefore, it is suggested that it is the

partitioning of solar radiation, rather than the absolute amounts reaching the top of
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the atmosphere, which predominantly determined the radiation balance in the region,

and consequently, the strength of the monsoon circulation. Although this could be

an artifact resulting from the specific parameterizations in the ECHAM-4 climate

model, this issue deserves further study in order to assess whether these results are

model dependent.

Another issue deserving further analysis is the different zonal distribution of the

simulated northward grassland expansion between models. Data for the Middle

Holocene show grassland to at least 23° N in the western and eastern Sahara, and up

to 26° N in the region north of Lake Chad. In K utzbach et al. 's [1996] simulations, the

largest expansion simulated was to the east of Lake Chad and into the Sudan when

orbital, vegetation, and soil changes were prescribed to Middle Holocene values. On

the contrary, in Claussen and Gayler's [1997] study, grassland expanded northward

much more significantly in the west than in the east, similar to de Noblet-Ducoudre et

al.'s [2000] simulations with the ECHAM model. Other models [Texier et al., 1997;

Doherty et al., 2000] have simulated a larger response to orbital forcings in the east,

but a larger response to vegetation feedbacks in the west.

It is evident that there exist many issues regarding the simulation of conditions

in the West African region during the Middle Holocene. Even though there exists a

relatively high amount of palaeodata available for the period, the spatial coverage is

still sparse and the reconstruction of atmospheric, biospheric, and oceanic conditions

remains qualitative, an issue that will prove important in our research. In addition,

due to the different parameterizations of processes in climate models, it is important

to determine which features of the simulated climate are robust and which are model

dependent. Several efforts in this direction include the PMIP AGCM simulations, in

which 18 research groups have come together to explore this issue under a common

set of boundary and initial conditions. However, their analysis has been limited by

prescribing both vegetation characteristics and SSTs to their current values. Ideally,

global climate models with high temporal and spatial resolution in which the atmo

sphere, biosphere, and ocean are synchronously coupled, would be required to bring

palaeoclimate simulations closer to observations. This will in turn increase our de-
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gree of confidence in the model for simulating future climate change. However, until

computational constraints, uncertainties in model parameterizations, and the lack of

a quantitative set of boundary and initial conditions for the period can be overcome,

we will still be dealing with simplification and uncertainty.

1.5 Research Objectives

The research presented in this thesis is based on a series of model simulations using a

zonally symmetric, synchronously coupled biosphere-atmosphere model (ZonaIBAM),

which has been used as a tool to study the main features of the response of the

West African climate to varying insolation forcings and the relative contributions of

vegetation and ocean dynamics. For this purpose, the Middle Holocene has been

selected as a basis for comparison with current forcings. The reasoning behind lies

in that the Middle Holocene presents a unique opportunity to isolate the effects of

insolation on climate resulting from well-known changes in the Earth's orbit since

the ice sheets had already retreated to their current extent, the atmospheric CO2

concentrations were close to their preindustrial levels, and evidence indicates that SST

anomalies were not significant. In addition, there exists a relatively-high amount of

palaeodata for comparison against model simulations, which has motivated its study

by several research groups.

The basic motivations behind this research are:

1. To validate the use of a zonally symmetric biosphere-atmosphere model in simu

lating climate change over the region of West Africa. In other words, forcing the

model with boundary and initial conditions different from the current in order

to assess its performance. Understanding how the biosphere-atmosphere-ocean

feedbacks take place when subject to various forcings represents a significant

step in predicting the full impact of future climate change.

2. To understand the mechanisms responsible for a greener Sahara during the Mid

dle Holocene, including well-known changes in top-of-the-atmosphere insolation
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resulting in modified atmospheric circulation, and the relative contributions of

vegetation and ocean feedbacks.

3. To analyze the model's sensitivity to qualitatively-known boundary and initial

conditions, especially during the Middle Holocene.

4. To determine the equilibrium states that could potentially exist under Mid

Holocene forcings.

1.6 Thesis Structure

This thesis is composed of five chapters. Chapter 1 is an introduction to the research

presented in this thesis. Evidence on the expansion of grassland into the region cur

rently occupied by the Sahara, as well as the main reasons behind this expansion

are explained. In addition, a literature review of previous studies on the topic is pre

sented. Finally, the objectives of our research are discussed. In Chapter 2, our zonally

symmetric biosphere-atmosphere model (ZonaIBAM) is described and its validation

is explained. In addition, a section is devoted to the modification of ZonalBAM by

the addition of a mixed layer ocean model. Finally, the advantages and disadvan

tages of using ZonalBAM for simulating the climate of West Africa during the Middle

Holocene are presented.

Chapter 3 presents the simulations that were performed using the original ver

sion of ZonaIBAM, which includes atmospheric and biospheric components. The

mechanisms underlying the expansion of grassland into the Sahara during the Middle

Holocene are addressed. Sections are devoted to the effects of well-known changes

in top-of-the-atmosphere insolation, the impact of vegetation dynamics, and the sen

sitivity of the biosphere-atmosphere system to initial vegetation conditions. Several

issues regarding the validity of ZonalBAM in simulating Mid-Holocene conditions,

as well as its sensitivity to boundary and initial conditions, are discussed in these

sections. Finally, a mechanism for the enhancement of the West African summer

monsoon during the Middle Holocene is presented based on a comparison of the most
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realistic pair of simulations.

Chapter 4 presents the simulations performed with ZonalBAM coupled to a mixed

layer ocean model (MLOM). First, a section discusses the validation of MLOM based

on current forcings. Then, the MLOM is applied to a simulation based on Middle

Holocene forcings and the effect of ocean dynamics is discussed. The main results

and conclusions of this research, are finally summarized in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

Model Description

2.1 Introduction

In Chapter 1, it was shown that conditions over the region that is currently occupied

by the Sahara Desert were significantly wetter/greener during the Middle Holocene

(6K yrs BP). Data for the Middle Holocene show grassland expanding to at least -23°

N in the western and eastern Sahara, and up to -26° N in the region north of Lake

Chad. However, here we focus our interest on the region to the west of 15° E. The

basis for the selection of this particular region is explained hereafter.

The region of West Africa, hereafter defined as the region from 5° N-35° N, and

15° W-15° E (Figure 2-1), is currently under the influence of both the meridional

overturning known as the Hadley circulation, and the monsoon circulation (Figure

2-2). The first results from latitudinal temperature gradients and has its descending

branch at -30° N where it produces desert conditions. The latter results from the

differential boundary-layer moist static energy distribution of land and ocean sur

faces [Emanuel, 1995; Eltahir and Gong, 1996]. In summer, the Hadley circulation

over the region becomes weaker while the monsoon circulation becomes the dominant

circulation. Since air rises where it is warm, and the land is usually warmer than

the ocean during summer (in terms of moist static energy), the monsoon circula

tion brings moisture from the ocean into the land where its rising branch produces

rainfall. Since the Atlantic coast is basically parallel to the Equator and due to the
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physiographic simplicity of the region (i.e. most land lies below 400 m), the mon

soon circulation is mainly a meridional phenomenon. These two circulations together

result in a close to zonally symmetric climate, which justifies the use of zonally sym

metric climate models. The validity of this assumption, has been tested by Zheng

and Eltahir [1998], where they showed that the meridional components of both the

net water vapor flux and moist static energy in the region are significantly larger than

their zonal counterparts. Similarly, Eltahir and Gong [1996], and Gong and Eltahir

[1996] concluded that the meridional gradient of boundary-layer moist static energy

drives the monsoon circulation, and that the primary source of moisture for the West

African monsoon is evaporation over the Tropical Atlantic.
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Figure 2-1: Region under study. The average conditions between 15° Wand 15°
E are simulated in the model. In the original model, the West African
coastline is set at 5° N with ocean southward and land northward of
this location. However, here we also include a representation of the
Mediterranean from 35° N· to 40° N.
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In previous studies, a zonally symmetric, synchronously coupled biosphere

atmosphere model (ZonalBAM), which includes explicit representation of ecosystem

dynamics, has been developed [Wang, 2000] and validated based on current forcings

[Wang and Eltahir, 2000a] over the region of West Africa. It combines a zonally

symmetric atmospheric model and a fully dynamic biospheric model through which

feedbacks in the system can take place. Here, we assess the ability of ZonalBAM

in simulating climate change over the region of West Africa by using the Middle

Holocene as a basis for comparison with current conditions.

(b)(a)
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Figure 2-2: Main characteristics of the West African monsoon circulation during
(a) summer, when there is low pressure and precipitation over land,
and during (b) winter, when there is high pressure and precipitation is
suppressed over land.

2.2 Model Components and Validation

The zonally symmetric biosphere-atmosphere model (ZonalBAM) has been developed

and validated by Wang [2000]. The mo.del domain covers the whole globe with a uni

form resolution in sine of latitude (46 grid points, -2.5° near the tropics) representing

the zonal average between 15° Wand 15° E, and 21 non-uniformly spaced vertical
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levels (Figure 2-1). In the original model, the West African coastline is set at 5° N

with ocean southward and land northward of this location. However, here we also

include a representation of the Mediterranean from 35° N to 40° N. The timestep is 20

minutes. During the model development, several schemes representing physical and

biogeochemical processes were coupled together and are described hereafter (Figure

2-3).

The atmospheric model is based on the Zheng [1997] model, which includes a rep

resentation of atmospheric dynamics, a radiation scheme, and a convection scheme.

Additional to the processes simulated by the Zheng model, ZonalBAM includes rep

resentation for key processes such as a boundary layer scheme, and a simple cloud

parameterization scheme. Parameters describing the Earth's orbital configuration for

a given time are given as inputs from which the incoming solar radiation at the top

of the atmosphere is calculated. For the radiation calculation, the solar constant is

kept fixed, seasons are defined based on the modern calendar with the vernal equinox

fixed at March 21, and months are kept as for the present-day orbital configuration.

Consequently, changes in the length of the seasons due to changes in the Earth's

orbital configuration are neglected. For the Middle Holocene, Joussaume and Bra

connot [1997] have shown that this choice does not have a significant impact on the

simulated climate as long as lag relationships are not compared with current.

Due to the model's regional configuration, it does not take into account large

scale forcings such as those imposed by global SST conditions. Therefore, it can

only be forced with time series of Atlantic SSTs or with its climatology. Forcing

the model with the climatology of regional SSTs (from NCEP optimum interpolation

SST analysis [Smith and Reynolds, 1998]), averaged over 15° W to 15° E, has been

found to accurately reproduce the current climate [Wang and Eltahir, 2000a]. For the

Middle Holocene, the Tropical Atlantic SSTs have been found to assert a dominant

influence in Sahel rainfall when compared to ENSO anomalies [Otto-Bliesner, 1999].

Additionally, faunal evidence on the Peruvian coast of stable and warm tropical water

seems to be indicative of the absence of ENSO for some millenia before 5K yrs BP

[Sandweiss et al., 1996]. This is encouraging when using ZonalBAM for simulating
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the West African climate during the period. Here, we also include a representation

of the Mediterranean from 35° N to 40° N for which we fix the SSTs to their current

climatology. As part of this research, a mixed layer ocean model (MLOM) has been

coupled to ZonalBAM in order to account for ocean feedbacks. However, due to

ZonaiBAM's zonal symmetry, only changes in the SSTs in the South-Eastern Tropical

Atlantic region (SETA: 25° S-5° Nand 15° W-15° E) can be simulated. The inclusion

of ocean feedbacks will allow us to simulate a more complete response of the climate

system to changes in orbital forcings.

Being a zonally symmetric model, ZonalBAM is computationally more efficient

than other 3-D models, but on the other side its applicability is limited. Due to

its zonal symmetry, the model does not provide for the simulation of asymmetrical

features such as the eddies resulting from baroclinic instability, which represent an

important transport mechanism in middle latitudes, especially during winter. For this

reason, in an effort to reduce model biases, the climatology of fluxes and temperatures

beyond the tropics (averaged between 15° Wand 15° E) can be specified as boundary

conditions, and fixed throughout a simulation, as has been done in simulations of

the current climate [Wang and Eltahir, 2000a; Wang, 2000]. However, since these

conditions are not quantitatively known for the Middle Holocene, here we choose to

let the model interactively calculate these fluxes assuming that a zonally symmetric

circulation can describe the mean circulation in mid-latitudes. Petit-Maire and Guo

[1997] have determined that northwestern polar depressions and Atlantic cyclones

were a more important contributor to winter rainfall in the northern Sahara during the

Middle Holocene than today. Therefore, the lack of simulation of these disturbances

in ZonalBAM could result in some mismatch with palaeoprecipitation reconstructions

over the region.

The biospheric component of ZonalBAM uses the Integrated BIosphere Simulator

(IBIS), developed by Foley et al. [1996]. IBIS can represent 18 vegetation types, each

composed of a particular combination of 12 possible plant functional types (pfts).

IBIS takes the meteorological forcings provided by the atmospheric model as inputs,

returns to the atmospheric model outputs that describe surface properties and fluxes,
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and updates the biospheric state including the vegetation structure based on the car

bon budget for each pft. ZonalBAM additionally incorporates a canopy interception

scheme to IBIS, which accounts for the impact of rainfall sub-grid variability [Wang,

2000]. Since ZonalBAM is a zonally symmetric model, it basically takes the whole

globe as land north of the Coast of Guinea (5° N) and ocean southward (Figure 2-1),

except for a representation of the Mediterranean. Initial vegetation conditions are

specified for the land region, and can be fixed in a certain region or could be let to

dynamically interact with the atmosphere until an equilibrium is established.

In previous studies by Wang and Eltahir [2000a], ZonalBAM has been validated

by the successful simulation of current climate (biosphere-atmosphere) conditions in

the region of West Africa. Based on experiments starting from different initial vege

tation conditions, it has been found that extremely different equilibrium states -dry

and green regimes- can coexist under current forcings. It has also been found that

vegetation dynamics act as a significant mechanism for both climate persistence at

one state and climate transition between different states, therefore, serving as a modu

lator of large-scale forcings (SSTs) and producing the observed low-frequency climate

variability over the region. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that vegetation

dynamics play an important role in the development and persistence of the current

Sahel drought.

Changes in the global and regional SST distribution, as well as regional changes

in land cover, have been identified as the most probable mechanism in triggering the

current Sahel drought. The reason behind this lies in that the strength of the monsoon

circulation, bringing moisture from the ocean inland during summer, is controlled by

the gradient of boundary-layer moist static energy between the land and the ocean

[Eltahir and Gong, 1996]. Consequently, changes in any of the two components will

result in changes in the surface fluxes which feed the boundary layer with moist static

energy, and will, therefore, affect its gradient (Figure 2-4).

However, regardless of which of the two lnechanisms plays a larger role in the

onset of the recent regional drought, it "has been found that it is the response of the

vegetation to initial forcings what is critical in the amplification and persistence of
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drought conditions. Charney's hypothesis regarding the relationship between deserts

and droughts in the Sahel [1975: the cooling effect due to albedo increase produced by

desertification enhances local subsidence, which reduces precipitation, limits vegetation

growth and makes the drought self sustaining], has been demonstrated by simulating

several scenarios of both desertification and deforestation. Results confirm that de

sertification within the Sahel accounts for the observed drought in the region and

the currently observed expansion of the Sahara Desert. Therefore, the possibility of

anthropogenic effects inducing or perpetuating climate change in the region has been

confirmed.

Cold (Warm) SST
over ocean

Decreased (Increased)
boundary-layer

moist static energy
over ocean

I

Denser (sparser)
vegetation over land

Increased (decreased)
boundary-layer

moist static energy
overland

I

Steeper (flatter) gradient of
moist static energy

Stronger (weaker)
monsoon circulation

Wetter (drier) conditions
over land

Figure 2-4: Summary of the mechanisms affecting the strength of the monsoon cir
culation over West Africa [Eltahir and Gong, 1996].
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I 2.3 Model Development:

Layer Ocean Model

Addition of a Mixed

Previous studies have stressed the need for the inclusion of every component of the

climate system (Le. atmosphere, biosphere, ocean, surface waters) in climate models

in order to bring simulations closer to observations. As an example, the inclusion

of vegetation dynamics [Brostrom et al., 1998; Ganopolski et al., 1998; Braconnot et

al., 1999; Doherty et al., 2000], ocean dynamics [Kutzbach et al., 1997; Ganopolski et

al., 1998; Braconnot et al., 1999; Liu et al., 1999; Doherty et al., 2000], and surface

waters [Coe and Bonan, 1997] has proven important in bringing simulations of West

Africa's palaeoclimate closer to observations.

Our model, the zonally symmetric biosphere-atmosphere model (ZonaIBAM), has

been successful in simulating the current climate of West Africa when forced with

prescribed SST climatology and with the time series of SSTs for the past few decades.

The climatology of SSTs over the South-Eastern Atlantic has been used to simulate

the equilibrium climate in the region. However, it is the inclusion of interannual

variability in the SSTs which allowed for the successful simulation of the generation

and persistence of the current Sahel drought [Wang and Eltahir, 2000c]. Changes in

the global and regional SST distribution have been identified by Wang [2000] as a

probable mechanism in triggering the current Sahel drought.

As demonstrated by Zheng et al. [1999], anomalies in the South-Eastern Tropical

Atlantic (SETA: 25° S-5° Nand 15° W-15° E) spring (AMJ) SSTs are correlated

to West African summer (JAS) rainfall. They showed that a positive spring SST

anomaly warms the ocean's atmosphere resulting in a weakened monsoon during

spring. Consequently, there is less spring precipitation over land. However, as the

anomalous moisture is advected inland, and a positive cloud-radiation feedback takes

place, summer precipitation increases over land. Also, Eltahir and Gong [1996] showed

that the strength of the monsoon circulation, bringing moisture from the ocean inland

during summer, is controlled by the summer gradient of boundary-layer moist static

energy between the land [Zheng and Eltahir, 1998] and the SETA [Eltahir and Gong,
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1996; Gong and Eltahir, 1996]. Consequently, changes in any of the two components

result in changes in the surface energy fluxes, which feed the boundary layer with

moist static energy, and, thereby, affect the monsoon circulation. Additionally, Eltahir

and Gong [1996], and Gong and Eltahir [1996] have demonstrated that the primary

source of moisture for the West African monsoon is evaporation over the Tropical

Atlantic. Therefore, any perturbation to the ocean heat budget has repercussions

on the amount of moisture transported into West Africa by affecting any of the

two mechanisms. Druyan and Koster [1989] have concluded that some droughts

in the Sahel region are due to deficiencies in the moisture supply while others are

the consequence of too few rain-generating wave disturbances even when moisture is

ample. Additionally, Saravanan and Chang [1999] demonstrated that thermodynamic

ocean feedbacks can enhance the persistence of atmospheric flow anomalies through a

reduction in the surface heat flux, specially in the shallow tropical mixed layer regions.

Brenner [1996] has demonstrated that the inclusion of ocean feedbacks results in a

better forecasting skill for the tropics.

Several studies indicate that the West African monsoon circulation is also highly

sensitive to changes in the SSTs over the Tropical North Atlantic sector (TNA: 10°

N-25° N). For example, in Eltahir and Gong's [1996] study on the dynamics of wet

and dry years in West Africa, a dipole is observed between the SSTs in the SETA

and TNA sectors. A similar distinctive pattern between the SST anomalies and West

African precipitation has been observed by Lamb [1978], Maley [1997], Otto-Bliesner

[1999], and Sutton et al. [2000] for the current climate, and simulated by Maley [1997]

and Braconnot et al. [1999] for the Middle Holocene. In summers characterized by

wet (dry) conditions, negative (positive) SST anomalies were observed over SETA,

while positive (negative) SST anomalies were observed over TNA. For the Middle

Holocene, Kutzbach and Liu [1997], simulated slightly warmer SSTs over the Tropical

North Atlantic. These changes resulted in increased precipitation over West Africa,

comparable in magnitude to those obtained by prescribing denser (Mid-Holocene)

vegetation over the region.

The relationship between West African precipitation and global SST anomalies has
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been the object of significant debate. For example, Palmer [1986], and Otto-Bliesner

[1999] have found a strong correlation between ENSO anomalies and interannual

decadal variability in the western Sahel precipitation. However, Druyan and Koster

[1989], and Maley [1997] found that the influence of ENSO anomalies on July precip

itation over the western Sahel is of secondary importance. Moreover, Sutton et al. 's

[2000] results support the view that the cross-equatorial flow during summer is most

strongly influenced by the variability in the Equatorial Atlantic SST as well as in the

Atlantic dipole pattern. They have also found that the NE trade winds during winter

are most strongly influenced by ENSO variability in the Tropical Pacific.

It becomes evident that the inclusion of changes to the ocean is critical when

simulating climate change over the region. Changes in the Mid-Holocene SSTs have

been reported for the Tropical Atlantic region [Morley and Dworetzky, 1993; Ruddi

man and Mix, 1993], but because opposite changes are recorded for relatively small

areas, their interpretation has been difficult. Simulations of the Middle Holocene

with global SSTs prescribed to their current values [Yu and Harrison, 1996; Coe and

Bonan, 1997; Masson and Joussaume, 1997; Texier et al., 1997; Brostrom et al.,

1998; Harrison et al., 1998; Joussaume et al., 1999] have significantly underestimated

the expected monsoon expansion by limiting the response of the climate system to

prescribed orbital changes. However, simulations of the Middle Holocene in which

summer SSTs over the SETA region have been decreased by 1 - 3° K as compared

to current conditions [Texier et al., 2000], resulted in a significant rainfall increase,

specially in the eastern Sahara. Therefore, in order to allow for a more complete

response of the climate system to changes in external forcings (i.e. changes in SSTs) ,

the inclusion of an ocean component into ZonalBAM is required. This would add an

other mechanism through which interactions in the climate system could take place

shaping its variability.

For the Middle Holocene, Tropical Atlantic SSTs have been found to assert a

dominant influence in Sahel rainfall when compared to ENSO anomalies based on the

results of GCM simulations [Otto-Bliesner, 1999], and on faunal evidence from the

Peruvian coast [Sandweiss et al., 1996]. This is encouraging when using ZonalBAM
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for simulating the climate during the period. Being a zonally symmetric model,

ZonalBAM can only simulate the zonally averaged (15° W-15° E) conditions in the

region of West Africa, while asymmetrical climate features (e.g. upwelling/sinking,

synoptic disturbances) and global dynamics (e.g. teleconnections to ENSO, NAO),

which can influence the local climate, cannot be simulated. Due to ZonalBAM's

configuration, ocean feedbacks, which could affect the monsoon circulation [Zheng et

al., 1999], are limited to the region south of the Guinea coast (SETA region). Using

a coupled ocean-atmosphere model, Braeonnot et al. [2000] found cooler SSTs in

the SETA region during the Middle Holocene. As a result, the West African summer

monsoon started one month earlier and retreated more slowly in autumn. However, in

Kutzbaeh and Liu's [1997] study, only small changes in the SSTs were simulated south

of the Atlantic coastline. Nevertheless, the complicated patterns in the observed SSTs

for the period makes it hard to determine whether this is a model-dependent or a

robust climate feature.

The influence of the Mediterranean in winter rainfall over the northern Sahara is

believed to have been larger during the Middle Holocene than today [Petit-Maire and

Guo, 1997]. Therefore, here we also include a representation of the Mediterranean

from 35° N to 40° N for which we always fix the SSTs to their current climatology. The

reason behind fixing the Mediterranean SSTs is due to its location in middle latitudes,

where it is influenced by eddies, asymmetrical features that cannot be simulated by

ZonaIBAM.

Due to ZonalBAM's simplicity, we include ocean dynamics by adding a mixed

layer ocean model (MLOM) in which SSTs in the SETA region are computed based

on energy balance considerations. Several theoretical studies have demonstrated that

the finite heat capacity of the oceanic mixed layer affects the atmospheric variability

through thermodynamic feedbacks [Saravanan and Me Williams, 1998]. Since air-sea

interactions take place mostly in the top ocean layer, and wind mixing produces

uniform conditions in the top -100 m, a mixed layer ocean model (MLOM) can be

a first-order approximation to these interactions, and their effects on the ocean heat

budget. The energy balance in this top layer consists of incoming net radiation, latent
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and sensible heat fluxes, and an advection term representing the ocean heat fluxes

(Figure 2-5). These terms together contribute to changes in the SSTs according to

the following relation:

aT
Cp h7it = Rnet - Et - H + 0 (2.1 )

where Cp is the ocean's heat capacity (= 4 218 J /kg/K), h is the mixed layer

depth from the World Ocean Atlas [Levitus, 1994], T is the SST, t is time, Rnet is

the net radiation, E t is latent heat flux, H is sensible heat flux, and 0 is the ocean

heat flux. As has been demonstrated by Saravanan and Chang [1999], the inclusion of

spatial and temporal variability in the mixed layer ocean depth is important in order

to accurately simulate the SST variability. Therefore, here we include the latitudinal

and seasonal variability of the mixed layer ocean depth (Figure 2-6).

o

Figure 2-5: Representation of the mixed layer ocean model (MLOM). Cp is the
ocean's heat capacity, h is the mixed layer depth from the World Ocean
Atlas [Levitus, 1994], T is the SST, t is time, Rnet is the net radiation,
E t is latent heat flux, H is sensible heat flux, and 0 is the ocean heat
flux.
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In our studies, the MLOM is only applied to the region between 25° Sand 5°

N (average over 15° W-15° E), which interacts directly with the zonally-symmetric

monsoon circulation. The basis for this is that mid-latitude winds, which influence

the sensible and latent heat fluxes from the ocean, are affected by eddies resulting

from baroclinic instability, and these cannot be described by ZonaIBAM. In addition,

this simple ocean model cannot simulate changes in ice cover. Therefore, we chose to

prescribe the SSTs south of 25° S to their current climatology.

o
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Figure 2-6: Climatology of the zonally-averaged (15° W to 15° E) mixed layer depth
(m) from the World Ocean Atlas [Levitus, 1994].

It is believed that due to the large thermal capacity of the ocean, the insolation

changes that took place during the Middle Holocene were not enough to cause large

direct thermal changes. Additionally, land ice and sea level were the same as current

since the Laurentide and Scandinavian ice sheets had already retreated [Kutzbach

and Guetter, 1986; COHMAP Members, 1988; Peltier, 1993; Ruddiman and Mix,

1993; Felzer et al., 1998]. Atmospheric CO2 concentrations were also close to their

preindustrial levels. For all these reasons, SST anomalies are expected to be small as

shown in reconstructions. However, it is believed that an orbitally-induced increased

low-level flow into West Africa could have resulted in weaker trade winds and equa-
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torial upwelling during the Middle Holocene producing a small warming of the TNA

[Kutzbach, 1981; Ruddiman and Mix, 1993]. An interplay between a small orbitally

induced direct cooling of the SETA region, and an indirect warming of the TNA due

to the weaker trade winds, could at least partially explain the complicated patterns

found in the SST anomalies during the Mid-Holocene. Since these ocean heat fluxes

are not quantitatively known for the Middle Holocene, we have chosen to fix them

to their current values. Therefore, the latter of these effects will not be taken into

account in our MLOM. Details on the calculation of this ocean heat fluxes term will

be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4, where the validation of the MLOM based

on current forcings is explained. In addition, this MLOM is used in simulations of the

Middle Holocene climate of West Africa in order to determine whether the inclusion

of ocean dynamics can bring simulations closer to palaeoclimate reconstructions.

2.4 Validity of Using ZonalBAM to Simulate

West African Conditions During the Middle

Holocene

Before attempting to use a climate model for simulating future climates, it should

be able to appropriately reproduce conditions existing under current forcings. Our

zonally symmetric climate model, ZonaIBAM, has been able to successfully reproduce

current conditions over the region of West Africa. However, in order to increase our

confidence in the model's ability in simulating climate change, it must successfully

reproduce the main features of past climates for regions where there is enough proxy

data available to allow for comparison. Here, we have chosen the Middle Holocene as

a case study since evidence that the ice sheets had already retreated to their current

extent and the SSTs were similar to the current allows for isolating the effects of

insolation on climate. Additionally, the vast amount of proxies available for climate

reconstruction over the region of West Africa presents a unique opportunity to test

model results against observations. Here, we present the reasoning behind the use
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of ZonalBAM to simulate the West African climate during the Middle Holocene.

Additionally, limitations arising from ZonaiBAM's simplifications are discussed.

Reasoning behind the use of ZonalBAM to simulate the West African climate

during the Middle Holocene:

1. Our climate model, being a zonally symmetric model, is limited to the simula

tion of regional dynamics in tropical West Africa since the region is characterized

by the meridional monsoon circulation which results in a close to zonally sym

metric climate and vegetation distribution as has been quantitatively proven

by Zheng and Eltahir [1998]. During the Middle Holocene, the main cause of

climate change was due to variations in the Earth's orbital parameters result

ing in a higher insolation at the top of the atmosphere during the Northern

Hemisphere summer. Due to the different thermal capacities of the land and

the ocean, these insolation changes had a larger heating effect over the land

surfaces, increasing the energy gradient between the two and resulting in an en

hanced monsoon circulation. Synergistic feedbacks between the vegetation and

ocean are believed to have produced a further enhancement of the monsoon re

sulting in significantly wetter conditions over the region as compared to current

[Braconnot et al., 1999]. It is also believed that an orbitally-induced increased

low-level flow into West Africa during the period, resulted in weaker trade winds.

Additionally, due to the relatively short timescale of climate change considered

here, the main topographic features over the region were basically the same as

today, so that topographically-induced changes to the atmospheric circulation

were again secondary. Therefore, Zheng et ale 's [1999] argument that the cir

culation in the region is dominated by zonal symmetry is again valid for the

Middle Holocene. It then becomes reasonable to use ZonalBAM to simulate the

main features of the Mid-Holocene conditions over West Africa.

2. Due to ZonaiBAM's zonal symmetry, it is computationally more efficient than
..

other 3-D models. Therefore, savings in computer time can then be used for the

synchronous coupling of a biospheric component, for which a small time step
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of 20 minutes is required in order to simulate the different possible timescales

of interaction. Additionally, these savings allow for the coupling of an ocean

component.

3. During the Middle Holocene, the Tropical Atlantic SSTs have been found to

assert a dominant influence in Sahel rainfall when compared to ENSO anomalies

[Sandweiss et al., 1996; Otto-Bliesner, 1999], which is encouraging when using

ZonalBAM in simulating the West African climate during the period.

Limitations in using ZonalBAM to simulate the climate of West Africa during the

Middle Holocene:

1. Being a zonally symmetric model, ZonalBAM can only simulate the zonally

averaged (150 W-15° E) conditions in the region of West Africa, while asym

metrical climate features and global dynamics, which can influence the local

climate, cannot be simulated:

(a) Eddies, low and high pressure systems generated as a result of baroclinic

instability in middle latitudes, cannot be simulated. In order to reduce bi

ases associated with the lack of simulation of these features in ZonaIBAM,

fluxes, temperatures and vegetation conditions in middle and high lat

itudes need to be prescribed. These data are readily available for the

current climate from a variety of sources. However, these are not quanti

tatively known for the Middle Holocene. Therefore, we have chosen not to

fix conditions in mid-latitudes. Instead, we let ZonalBAM to interactively

calculate them. In doing so, we are assuming that the main transport

mechanism over mid-latitudes is a zonally symmetric simulation, while we

neglect the existence of eddies as a transfer mechanism. Petit-Maire and

Guo [1997] have determined that northwestern polar depressions and At

lantic cyclones were a more important contributor to winter rainfall in

the northern Sahara during the Middle Holocene as compared to today.

Therefore, sensitivity experiments regarding these northern influences are

required.
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Due to ZonalBAM's configuration, only changes to the SSTs over the SETA

region (25° S-5° Nand 15° W-15° E) can be taken into account. Al

though of secondary importance, changes in the conditions over the TNA

(10° N-25° N) could influence conditions over West Africa, specially in the

coastal margins during summer when the current wind climatology shows

an eastward component. Although, the relationship between West African

precipitation and ENSO anomalies has been the object of significant de

bate, ENSO-related changes to the global atmospheric circulation could

also influence conditions over West Africa.

2. Although no evidence has been found for significantly different SSTs [Morley

and Dworetzky, 1993; Ruddiman and Mix, 1993] during the Middle Holocene in

terms of global and annual scales, there is a common belief that local and sea

sonal variations might have contributed to enhancing the monsoon circulation

over West Africa. Several limitations to the inclusion of an interactive mixed

layer ocean model include:

(a) This simple model requires the inclusion of ocean heat fluxes as an addi

tional term. This term should account for the advection of heat by ocean

currents and local upwelling/sinking, processes which cannot be simulated

by ZonalBAM and are not quantitatively known for the Middle Holocene.

This forces us to prescribe these fluxes in the Middle Holocene to their

current value.

(b) The fact that the atmospheric circulation over the region between 25° S

and 5° N is zonally-symmetric does not imply that the ocean circulation

has to be. In fact, the SETA region is currently characterized by strong

coastal upwelling in the Benguela system off the western coast of South

Africa.

(c) In Chapter 4, it will be shown that the validation of our MLOM based on

current forcings yielded a cold bias in the simulated current SSTs, which

can have implications for the simulation of Mid-Holocene ocean conditions.
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Chapter 3

Simulations Using the Coupled

Biosphere-Atmosphere Model

3.1 Introduction

The successful simulation of past climate change is a critical component in the process

of validating a climate model. It would give us more confidence when attempting to

use the model to simulate future climate change. Additionally, it would give us some

insight into the way in which interactions between the components of the climate

system (Le. atmosphere, biosphere, ocean, surface waters) take place. The gained

understanding would ultimately allow for model improvements. For this purpose,

we attempt to validate the utility of our climate model, ZonaIBAM, in reproducing

climate change over the region of West Africa by using the Middle Holocene as a

basis for comparison with current forcings. Our objective here is to understand the

mechanisms responsible for a greener Sahara during the Middle Holocene.

According to Eltahir and Gong [1996], the gradient ofmoist static energy between

the land and the,.ocean affects the strength of the monsoon circulation. Therefore,

changes in any of the two components will ultimately result in precipitation changes

over land. Here, our objective is to understand how changes to the energy balance

over land could have resulted in wetter conditions during the Middle Holocene. The

reasoning behind this lies in the fact that the land surface exerts a strong influence in
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the amount of net radiation reaching the surface and the way in which it is partitioned,

thereby affecting the amount of moist static energy (latent and sensible heat fluxes)

fed into the land boundary layer and the strength of the monsoon [Eltahir and Gong,

1996; Eltahir, 1998; Zheng and Eltahir, 1998].

With the objective of assessing the relative contributions of orbitally-induced

changes in radiation, vegetation dynamics, and the sensitivity to initial vegetation

conditions, four pairs of experiments based on current and 6K yrs BP orbital forcings

were designed and are summarized in Table 3.1. Results of these simulations are

tabulated in Table 3.2 in terms of the simulated location of the southern desert mar

gin, hereafter defined as the location of 200 mm/yr annual precipitation. The sets of

simulations OA-VSO-SSO-1 and OA-VS6-SS0-1, in which static vegetation is fixed to

either the current or Mid-Holocene distribution (Tables 3.3 and 3.4), were performed

with the intention of isolating the response of the climate system to orbitally-induced

changes in top-of-the-atmosphere insolation. In the sets of simulations OA-VDO-SSO

1 and OA-VD6-SS0-1, vegetation in the region from -5° N-27° N is initialized to either

the current or Mid-Holocene distribution, and allowed to dynamically interact with

climate until an equilibrium is established. The reasoning behind these two last sets of

simulations is to assess whether these initial vegetation conditions can in fact be sus

tained under different orbital forcings. The particular objective is to assess whether

the Mid-Holocene climate system can evolve into a wetter equilibrium through vege

tation dynamics enhancing the orbital signal alone (simulation 06-VDO-SSO-1), or if

the initial vegetation conditions (simulation 06-VD6-SS0-1) playa significant role in

determining the equilibrium attained by the system.

These simulations are described in more detail in the following sections and the

main forcings used are tabulated in Table 3.5. In all simulations, we chose to let

the fluxes and temperatures in the north to be model-calculated and any vegetation

north of -27° N (except for the Mediterranean Sea) was fixed as grassy-savannah.
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Name of Orbital Vegetation Ocean Fluxes and Vegetation
simulationa forcing temperatures north of

north of 27° N
27° N fixed to

00-VSO-SSO-l OK yrs BP Fixed Fixed Model- Grassy-
to currentb to current calculated savannah

06-VSO-SSO-l 6K yrs BP Fixed Fixed Model- Grassy-
to current to current calculated savannah

00-VDO-SSO-l OK yrs BP Dynamic Fixed Model- Grassy-
from currentC to current calculated savannah

06-VDO-SSO-l 6K yrs BP Dynamic Fixed Model- Grassy-
from current to current calculated savannah

00-VS6-SS0-1 OK yrs BP Fixed Fixed Model- Grassy-
to Mid-Hol.d to current calculated savannah

06-VS6-SS0-1 6K yrs BP Fixed Fixed Model- Grassy-
to Mid-Hol. to current calculated savannah

00-VD6-SS0-1 OK yrs BP Dynamic Fixed Model- Grassy-
from Mid-Hol.e to current calculated savannah

06-VD6-SS0-1 6K yrs BP Dynamic Fixed Model- Grassy-
from Mid-Hol. to current calculated savannah

a Name of simulation has the form: OA-VB-SC-V, where; 0 = orbital forcing; A = 0 or 6
corresponding to 0 or 6K yrs BP orbital forcings respectively; V =vegetation conditions; B =
SO or S6 corresponding to static vegetation fixed to current or Mid-Holocene conditions, DO
or D6 corresponding to dynamic vegetation initialized to current or Mid-Holocene conditions;
S = ocean conditions; C = SO or S6 corresponding to static ocean fixed to current or Mid
Holocene conditions; V = simulation number.

b Derived from USGS Global Land Cover Characterization Data, Gornitz and NASA [1995],
and Foley et al. [1996].

C Dynamic vegetation initialized from current distribution.
d Derived from Hoelzmann et al.'s [1998] map of palaeovegetation.
e Dynamic vegetation initialized based on Hoelzmann et al.'s [1998] map of palaeovegetation.

Table 3.1: Summary of simulations for 0 and 6K yrs BP using the zonally symmetric
biosphere-atmosphere model (ZonaIBAM).
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Name of Vegetationb Location of Location of Difference in
simulation the southern the southern the southern

seta desert margin desert margin desert margin
for OK yrs BP for 6K yrs BP (6K-OK yrs BP)

OA-VSO-SSO-1 Static 16.3° N 17.4° N 1.1°
from current

OA-VDO-SSO-1 Dynamic 15.7° N 18.1° N 2.4°
from current

OA-VS6-SS0-1 Static 20.4° N 21.4° N 1.0°
from Mid-HoI.

OA-VD6-SS0-1 Dynamic 15.4° N 20.5° N 5.1°
from Mid-HoI.

a See Table 3.1 for a description.
b This refers to the vegetation conditions between -5° Nand -25° N. In all simulations,

vegetation north of -27° N has been fixed to grassy-savannah.

Table 3.2: Summary of results based on the simulated location of the southern desert
margin.

Latitudes
(0)

5.0 - 7.5
7.5 - 10.0

10.0 - 12.6
12.6 - 15.1
15.1 - 17.7
17.7 - 20.4
20.4 - 23.0
23.0 - 25.8
25.8 - 28.6
28.6 - 31.4
31.4 - 34.4

Vegetation type a
Current (OK yrs BP) Mid-Holocene (6K yrs BP)C

1 1
2 2
4 4
5 4
6 5
8 6
8 7
8 8
8 7
9 9
9 9

·1

I

a Description of vegetation types: I-rain forest, 2-dry forest, 4
woody savannah, 5-tall grass, 6-short grass, 7-semidesert, 8-desert,
9-grassy-savannah.

b Close::to-observed vegetation distribution derived from USGS Global
Land Cover Characterization Data, Gornitz and NASA [1995], and
Foley et al. [1996].

C Palaeovegetation distributiot:l derived from Hoelzmann et al. [1998].

Table 3.3: Initial vegetation distribution for 0 and 6K yrs BP.
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t

II LAI for vegetation typeb I
~~.-1-.-----2-.-----4-1 5 I 6 1 7 1 8 I 9

Upper canopy:
Evergreen 4.0 1.0 0.125 0.125 0.025 0.05 0.0005 0.15
Deciduous 2.0 5.0 1.0 0.125 0.025 0.05 0.0005 0.15

Lower canopy 0.5 0.5 4.2 4.2 1.1 0.3 0.026 2.75

a Evergreen pfts include tropical broadleaf evergreen tree, temperate conifer evergreen tree,
warm-temperate broadleaf evergreen tree, boreal conifer evergreen tree. Deciduous pfts
include tropical broadleaf drought-deciduous tree, temperate broadleaf cold-deciduous tree,
boreal broadleaf cold-deciduous tree, boreal conifer cold-deciduous tree. Lower canopy pfts
include evergreen shrub, cold-deciduous shrub, warm (c4) grass, cool (c3) grass.

b See Table 3.3 for a description.

Table 3.4: Total leaf area index for evergreen, deciduous and lower canopy plant func
tional types (pfts) comprising each vegetation type in ZonaIBAM.

6K yrs BP

0.0187
24.10
0.87

Current
Current
Fixed to

grassy-savannah

Parameter ~ OK yrs BP I
===*=======~Orbital parameters: a

Eccentricity 0.0167
Obliquity (0) 23.45
Precession (0) 102.04

----+--------1
South Eastern Atlantic SSTs Current

----+--------1
Mediterranean SSTs Current

----+--------1Vegetation north of -27° N Fixed to
grassy-savannah

----'-......;;;;.....----_--1

a Derived from Berger [1978a,b].

Table 3.5: Parameters used in simulations.
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3.2 Orbitally-Induced Climate Change

During the Middle Holocene (6K yrs BP), the insolation anomaly was about 6% (-25

W1m2 ) greater in the Northern Hemisphere summer and 6 % lower in the Northern

Hemisphere winter, mainly due to the fact that perihelion occurred near the autumnal

equinox (rather than close to winter solstice as today) and the Earth's axial tilt was

larger than at present. It is our interest to understand the mechanisms through which

these insolation changes enhanced the monsoonal climate over West Africa during the

period resulting in a significant rainfall increase, as has been widely recorded.

An initial set of simulations (OA-VSO-SSO-1) were performed with the purpose of

isolating the effect of the different orbital forcings for 0 and 6K yrs BP. Therefore,

in these simulations, we fixed the vegetation to the close-to-observed distribution

(Figure 3-1; and Table 3.3, column 2), which consists of rain forest in the Coast of

Guinea C5° N), gradually becoming sparser northward. The specific characteristics

associated to each vegetation type, such as the combination of plant functional types

(pfts) and their corresponding fractional coverage and leaf area index (LAI), were

also kept constant among simulations (Table 3.4).

rain f9~~$,~ : : : : .
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~
c
o
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Latitude

25 30

Figure 3-1: Close-to-observed vegetation distribution.
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Results show that the 6K yrs BP forcing produces a slight rainfall increase (Figure

3-2, solid-circled and dashed-circled lines) over the region from -go N to -lgo N due

to a simulated local strengthening of the monsoon during summer (Figure 3-3c).

However, in these simulations, vegetation is not allowed to respond to this rainfall

increase, and its distribution is inconsistent with the Middle Holocene. Consequently,

the static vegetation basically serves to anchor the system to the current climate

so that the expected monsoon expansion during the Middle Holocene is not well

simulated.

The most dramatic difference in land cover between 6K yrs BP and present is

recorded for the region between -16.5° Nand -23.5° N, with the current land surface

being desert and the 6K yrs BP land being covered by grass/savannah. Therefore,

the most significant changes during the Middle Holocene are expected to occur during

summer in the regions of the Sahel-Sahara between -16.5° Nand -23.5° N. Results for

this critical region (Table 3.6) show that the orbitally-induced increase in top-of-the

atmosphere radiation for the Middle Holocene summer is capable of increasing the

net radiation received at the land surface by only -11 W/m2 . This limited response

in the net radiation results from the fixed surface albedo over the region, which is

inconsistent with conditions during the Middle Holocene, and acts by reflecting a

significant amount of radiation back to space. This small increase in the net surface

radiation results in a warmer surface temperature, and acts to increase the latent

and sensible heat fluxes over land. However, due to the higher soil moisture content

associated to wetter conditions for the 6K yrs BP simulation, the Bowen ratio is

reduced (from 2.2 for current forcings to 1.5 for Mid-Holocene forcings) so that most

of the increase in net radiation goes to evapotranspiration. With conditions over the

ocean being anchored by the specified fixed SST climatology, the increased fluxes of

latent and sensible heat fed into the land boundary layer produce a slightly steeper

gradient of moist static energy (Figure 3-4). As a consequence, the summer monsoon

slightly strengthens producing a northward migration of the southern desert margin

(defined as the location of 200 mm/yr precipitation) by -1.1° (from 16.3° N to 17.4°

N, Table 3.2).
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Figure 3-2: Distribution of total annual precipitation (mm/yr) for simulations with
dynamic vegetation initialized to the current distribution (simulations
OA-YDO-SSO-1; solid and dashed lines). Lines with circles represent sim
ulations in which static vegetation conditions were fixed to the current
distribution (simulations OA-YSO-SSO-1).

Variable ~ OK yrs BP (00-YSO-SSO-1) I 6K yrs BP (06-YSO-SSO-1) I
2.2 1.5

Wsoil,veg.

Et (mm/day)

P (mm/day)

0.05 0.06
37.2 39.1
16.8 25.6
0.6 0.9

163.1 174.3
0.5 0.7

B o = Bowen ratio, Wsoil,veg. = soil moisture content available to vegetation =
f(soil moisture, rooting profile), SHF = sensible heat flux, LHF = latent heat
flux, E t = evapotranspiration, Rnet = net radiation, P = precipitation.

Table 3.6: Average value of key variables for current (simulation OO-YSO
SSO-l) and Mid-Holocene (simulation 06-YSO-SSO-1) summer
(JAS) conditions in th~ region between 16.5° Nand 23.5° N for
simulations on the orbitally-induced climate change.
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Figure 3-3: Results for simulations with static vegetation fixed to the current dis
tribution (simulations OA-VSO-SSO-l): (a) Seasonal cycle of rainfall
(mm/day) and (b) net primary productivity (kgClm2 /mo) for OK yrs
BP; (c) Seasonal cycle of rainfall and (d) net primary productivity for
6K yrs BP; (e) = (c) - (a); (f) = (d) - (b).
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Figure 3-4: Difference (6K - OK yrs BP) in the equivalent potential temperature
(0 K), which is proportional to the moist static energy, for simulations
OA-VSO-SSO-1.

3.3 Impact of Vegetation Dynamics

Several studies using general circulation models have consistently underestimated the

extent of the monsoon penetration when prescribing current land surface conditions

in simulations of the Middle Holocene [Kutzbach and Guetter, 1986; Yu and Harrison,

1996; Hall and Valdes, 1997; Masson and Joussaume, 1997]. The role of vegetation in

the dynamics of West African monsoons has been demonstrated by X ue and Shukla

[1993], and more recently by Zheng and Eltahir [1998]. Therefore, the inclusion of

vegetation dynamics into simulations of climate change [Foley et al., 2000] such as for

the Middle Holocene becomes critical.

In order to allow for a more complete response of the climate system to the different

orbital forcings, v~getation in the region from -5° N to -27° N, was initialized to the

close-to-observed distribution, and allowed to dynamically interact with the climate

until an equilibrium is established (simulations OA-VDO-SSO-1). It is found that

the 6K yrs BP forcing produces a higher rainfall over the whole domain (Figure 3-2,

solid and dashed lines), specially during summer (Figure 3-5c). Consequently, water
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demanding vegetation expands slightly northward. However, the rainfall increase

near the desert margin is not enough to allow for a significant northward expansion

of vegetation, contrary to what is expected from palaeoclimatic reconstructions.

In simulations OA-VSO-SSO-1, where we isolated the response of the West African

climate to insolation changes by prescribing vegetation to its current distribution, we

found a slight rainfall increase for the simulation using 6K yrs BP orbital forcings.

However, since vegetation was fixed to the close-to-observed distribution, the response

of the climate system was limited in that the expected northward shift of the southern

desert margin was not fully simulated. When vegetation is allowed to be dynamic, it

responds to this increase in rainfall by becoming greener (Figure 3-5f), which again

feeds back and adds to the strength of the monsoon circulation.

Since a lower surface albedo is associated with a greener vegetation distribution, we

find a significant increase in the net surface radiation for the simulation based on 6K

yrs BP forcings (Table 3.7). The orbitally-induced increase in top-of-the-atmosphere

radiation for the Middle Holocene is now capable of significantly increasing (by -46

W1m2) the net radiation reaching the land surface. The increased net radiation gen

erally produces increased surface temperature, except for the the region between -150

N- 200 N during summer, where evapotranspiration from the expanded vegetation

cools the surface. Additionally, the increased net radiation reaching the surface al

lows for a significant increase in the total latent and sensible heat fluxes, compared to

conditions simulated for the current climate. However, again, the largest increase is

in the latent heat flux as drawn from the significant decrease in the Bowen ratio (from

3.5 for current forcings to 1.2 for Mid-Holocene forcings). This is due to a higher soil

moisture content and greener conditions which favor evapotranspiration over sensible

heating. The increase in the energy fluxes fed into the land boundary layer results

in an even steeper gradient of moist static energy with respect to the ocean (Figure

3-6), and hence a healthier monsoon. As a result, the southern margin of the desert

border migrates northward by -2.40 (from 15.70 N to 18.10 N, Table 3.2) as compared

to -1.1 0 when vegetation dynamics were not allowed.
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Figure 3-5: Results for simulations with dynamic vegetation initialized to the cur
rent distribution (simulations OA-VDO-SSO-l): (a) Seasonal cycle of
rainfall (mm/day) and (b) net primary productivity (kgC/m2/mo) for
OK yrs BP; (c) Seasonal cycle of rainfall and (d) net primary produc-
tivity for 6K yrs BP; (e) (c) - (a); (f) = (d) - (b).
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Variable ~ OK yrs BP (00-VDO-SSO-l) I 6K yrs BP (06-VDO-SSO-l) I
3.5 1.2

W °lsO'/, ,veg.

LHF (W/m )
Et (mm/day)
Rnet (W/m )
P (mm/day)

0.02 0.06
34.3 44.1
9.9 36.3
0.3 1.3

156.4 202.6
0.2 1.1

Eo = Bowen ratio, Wsoil,veg. = soil moisture content available to vegetation =
f(soil moisture, rooting profile), SHF = sensible heat flux, LHF = latent heat
flux, E t = evapotranspiration, Rnet = net radiation, P = precipitation.

Table 3.7: Average value of key variables for current (simulation 00-VDO
SSO-I) and Mid-Holocene (simulation 06-VDO-SSO-l) summer
(JAS) conditions in the region between 16.5° Nand 23.5° N for
simulations on the impact of vegetation dynamics.
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Figure 3-6: Difference (6K - OK yrs BP) in the equivalent potential temperature
(0 K), which is proportional to the moist static energy, for simulations
OA-VDO-SSO-l.
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3.4 Impact of Changes in Initial Vegetation Con-

ditions

Previous studies [Kutzbach et al., 1996; Brostrom et al., 1998] have demonstrated the

importance of incorporating Mid-Holocene vegetation conditions in order to bring

simulations closer to palaeoclimatic reconstructions. The need for a detailed database

of vegetation distribution and characteristics for the Middle Holocene is critical. Re

constructions of the Middle Holocene vegetation have been done by several groups

[Adams et al., 1997; Hoelzmann et al., 1998].
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Figure 3-7: Initial vegetation distribution for the Middle Holocene reconstructed by
Hoelzmann et al. [1998].

Based on the information derived from Hoelzmann et al. 's [1998] map of palaeoveg

etation, we determined the extent of the vegetation belts during the Middle Holocene.

Prescribing these ,.vegetation conditions (Table 3.3, column 3; Table 3.4; Figure 3-7)

to the region from -50 N to -270 N in a simulation based on current orbital forcings

(simulations OO-VS6-SS0-1), we find sig~ificantly wetter conditions than currently ob

served (Figures 3-8 and 3-9a,b). However, when vegetation in this region is allowed

to dynamically respond to climate (simulations 00-VD6-SS0-1), we find that these
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cannot be sustained under current forcings (Figures 3-8 and 3-9a,b and 3-11a,b). The

model reaches an equilibrium very similar to the currently observed climate, the same

as when it was forced with the close-to-observed vegetation distribution (Figures 3-8

and 3-13a).
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Figure 3-8: Distribution of total annual precipitation (mm/yr) for simulations on
the impact of changes in vegetation conditions. Simulations with dy
namic vegetation initialized to the Mid-Holocene distribution (simula
tions OA-VD6-SS0-1) are the solid and dashed lines, while lines with
circles represent simulations in which static vegetation conditions were
fixed to the Mid-Holocene distribution (simulations OA-VS6-SS0-1).

Prescribing this more realistic vegetation distribution for the Middle Holocene

(simulation 06-VS6-SS0-1), we find a wetter equilibrium for the period as compared

to the currently observed conditions (Figure 3-8 and 3-9c,d). When vegetation dy

namics are allow~d (simulation 06-VD6-SS0-1), the equilibrium climate (Figure 3-8

and 3-11c,d) does not depart much from that of the simulation with fixed vegeta

tion (simulation 06-VS6-SS0-1). This suggests that these vegetation conditions can

indeed survive under Mid-Holocene forcings.
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Figure 3-9: Results for simulations with static vegetation fixed to the Mid-Holocene
distribution (simulations OA-VS6-SS0-1): (a) Seasonal cycle of rainfall
(mm/day) and (b) net primary productivity (kgC/m2 /mo) for OK yrs
BP; (c) Seasonal cycle of rainfall and (d) net primary productivity for
6K yrs BP; (e) = (c) - (a); (f) = (d) - (b).
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~ OK yrs BP (00-YS6-SS0-1) I 6K yrs BP (06-YS6-SS0-1) IVariable

Bo 1.1 0.9
W "l 0.15 0.17sm ,veg.

SHF (W/m2
) 48.1 50.0

LHF (W/m2
) 43.2 58.0

E t (mm/day) 1.5 2.0
Rnet (W/m2

) 196.1 215.7
P (mm/day) 1.3 1.7

Eo = Bowen ratio, Wsoil,veg. = soil moisture content available to vegetation =
f(soil moisture, rooting profile), SHF = sensible heat flux, LHF = latent heat
flux, Et = evapotranspiration, Rnet = net radiation, P = precipitation.

Table 3.8: Average value of key variables for current (simulation 00-YS6
SSO-l) and Mid-Holocene (simulation 06-YS6-SS0-1) summer
(JAS) conditions in the region between 16.5° Nand 23.5° N for
simulations on the impact of changes in vegetation conditions with
fixed vegetation.
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Figure 3-10: Difference (6K - OK yrs BP) in the equivalent potential temperature
(0 K), which is proportional to the moist static energy, for simulations
OA-YS6-SS0-1.
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Figure 3-11: Results for simulations with dynamic vegetation initialized to the Mid
Holocene distribution (simulations OA-VD6-SS0-1): (a) Seasonal cycle
of rainfall (mm/day) and (b) net primary productivity (kgC/m2/mo)
for OK yrs BP; (c) Seasonal cycle of rainfall and (d) net primary pro
ductivity for 6K yrs BP; (e) = (c) - (a)' (f) = (d) - (b).
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Variable

Wsoil,veg.

SHF (W/m )

Et (mm/day)

Rt,up (W/m )

surface albedo
Rs,net (W/m )
R net (W/m )
P (mm/day)

I] OK yrs BP (00-VD6-SS0-1)

4.9
0.01

118.7
36.1

7.4
0.3

361.5
486.9

-125.4
0.40

284.7
159.3

0.2

I 6K yrs BP (06-VD6-SS0-1) I
0.8
0.16

106.6
49.8
66.8

2.4
391.3
497.4

-106.1
0.32

323.0
216.9

2.2

Eo = Bowen ratio, Wsoil,veg. = soil moisture content available to vegetation = f(soil
moisture and rooting profile), G = ground heat flux, SHF = sensible heat flux,
LHF = latent heat flux, E t = evapotranspiration, Rt,down = downward longwave
radiation, Rt,up = upward longwave radiation, Rt,net = net terrestrial radiation,
Rs,net = net solar radiation, R net = net radiation, P = precipitation.

Table 3.9: Average value of key variables for current (simulation 00-VD6-SS0
1) and Mid-Holocene (simulation 06-VD6-SS0-1) summer (JAS)
conditions in the region between 16.5° Nand 23.5° N for simulations
on the impact of changes in vegetation conditions with dynamic veg
etation.

In these simulations (OA-VD6-SS0-1), we found significantly wetter/greener con

ditions for the Mid-Holocene, although slightly drier than expected (Figures 3-8, 3-11c

and 3-13b). Water demanding vegetation types such as forest and grassland expand

northward to 20.5° N as compared to conditions simulated based on current forcings

(-15.4° N, defined as location of 200 mm/yr precipitation). The equilibrium vege

tation classes for the simulation based on 6K yrs BP orbital forcings differ from the

initial distribution in that savannah was replaced by dry forest. The same behavior

was observed when simulating the current climate starting from the close-to-observed

vegetation distribution. This can be attributed to the fact that the model does not

represent the external disturbances (e.g. grazing, fires) which are believed necessary

for the maintenance of savannah vegetation in this model [Wang, 2000]. Although
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Figure 3-12: Difference (6K - OK yrs BP) in the equivalent potential temperature
(0 K), which is proportional to the moist static energy, for simulations
OA-VD6-SS0-1.

we were successful in simulating a northward expansion of -500 km in vegetation,

our model was not able to sustain the initially specified sparse vegetation at -23 0 N

consistent with observations. Other simulations with 3-D general circulation models

have similarly failed to fully capture the full grassland expansion [Texier et al., 1997;

Joussaume et al., 1999]. This mismatch with reconstructions of palaeoprecipitation

is probably due to the lack of other significant feedbacks in the system, such as soil

texture, surface waters, and changes in the ocean conditions. Despite of this, it is

remarkable that a simple zonally symmetric model was able to capture the retreated

Sahara during the Middle Holocene.

Contrary to previous studies [Claussen and Gayler, 1997; Brovkin et al., 1998;

Claussen et al., 1999], which have identified only a single green equilibrium for the

West African region during the Middle Holocene, we find multiple equilibria for the
,"

period as drawn from the different results obtained when using different initial vege-

tation conditions corresponding to the current (simulation 06-VDO-SSO-l) and Mid

Holocene distributions (simulation 06-VD6-SS0-1). For the Holocene, Brovkin et al.

[1998], using a simple conceptual model, found only a stable green equilibrium from
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about 10 to 6K yrs BP. They also found a dry stable equilibrium, and an interme

diate, but unstable equilibrium appearing since the Middle Holocene (6K yrs BP).

This multiple equilibria state starting at 6K yrs BP is probably what is being re

flected in our results. For the current climate, Wang and Eltahir [2000b,d], found the

existence of multiple climate equilibria, and demonstrated how climate transitions

between different equilibria shape the currently observed low-frequency rainfall vari

ability over the region. Based on this, here, we hypothesize that similar transitions

could have taken place during the Middle Holocene causing the southern desert mar

gin to migrate between 18.1° N (simulation 06-VDO-SSO-l) and 21.4° N (simulation

06-VD6-SS0-1) .

Several studies suggest that conditions during the Middle Holocene were more

complex than previously thought with smaller-scale fluctuations reflecting possible

different causes than the broad trends attributable to orbital forcings [Street-Perrott

and Perrott, 1993]. As an example, Gasse and Van Campo [1994] found several

dry spells on the reconstructed lake levels of the Termite (16°05' N, 11°15' E) and

Bougdouma (13°19' N, 11°40'E) sites. In their study the possible mechanisms reflect

ing these fluctuations have been identified as a competition between the vegetation

related decrease in the surface albedo and the increased evapotranspiration from the

expanded lakes and vegetation. We hypothesize that West African conditions during

the Middle Holocene were in general wetter than today with possible higher frequency

fluctuations superimposed on these mean conditions. Small perturbations either in

the land surface conditions or in the external forcings (e.g. SSTs) could have driven

the system from the wetter equilibrium to the drier one for relatively short intervals

of time (decade to century).

In the following section, a more detailed comparison of the simulated climate

for 0 and 6K yrs BP is presented based on the simulations (OA-VD6-SS0-1) initial

ized with a vegetation distribution derived from Hoelzmann et al.'s [1998] map of

palaeovegetation.
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and (b) 06-VD6-SS0-1, on the impact of changes in vegetation condi
tions with dynamic vegetation.
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3.5 A Mechanism for Monsoon Enhancement Dur-

ing the Middle Holocene

1:
[,

I

In this section, we present a more detailed comparison of the simulated climate for 0

and 6K yrs BP for the set of simulations in which vegetation is initialized based on

Hoelzmann et al.'s [1998] map of palaeovegetation and vegetation dynamics are sub

sequently allowed (simulations OA-VD6-SS0-1). Significantly wetterIgreener condi

tions were simulated in the case based on 6K yrs BP forcings as a result of a significant

enhancement of the West African summer monsoon, although these were slightly drier

than expected from palaeoclimatic reconstructions (Figures 3-8, 3-11c, and 3-13b).

Here, our intention is to present in a coherent manner, the mechanisms responsible for

the enhancement of the West African summer monsoon during the Middle Holocene.

A comparison of the main changes between current and Mid-Holocene summer (JAS)

conditions simulated for the region between 16.5° Nand 23.5° N (currently part of

the Sahara Desert) is shown in Table 3.9.

The mechanisms through which the monsoon circulation was enhanced during the

Middle Holocene can be explained starting from radiative considerations and are sum

marized in Figure 3-14. During the Middle Holocene, perihelion -the time when the

Earth is located closest to the Sun- occurred closer to the northern summer, and the

tilt of the Earth's rotational axis was larger than at present. These changes resulted

in an insolation anomaly of about +6 % (-25 W1m2
) at the top of the atmosphere

during the Northern Hemisphere summer. Conversely, they resulted in decreased in

solation during the Northern Hemisphere winter. As a consequence of the increased

summer insolation over West Africa, the monsoon circulation was enhanced during

the season. Moreover, the increased summer insolation alone has proven insufficient

to fully reproduce the wetter conditions expected over West Africa during the Middle

Holocene, suggesting the need for the inclusion of feedbacks into the system.
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mechanisms resulting in an enhanced summer monsoon circulation and
wetter/greener conditions in the region between -150 N--200 N during
the Middle Holocene for simulations OA-VD6-SS0-1.
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The simulated seasonal cycle of net radiation shows significantly higher values

during the Middle Holocene than at present (Figure 3-15) and Table 3.9. However,

the difference is much larger than the 25 W1m2 expected for the top of the atmo

sphere during summer, suggesting an enhancement of the insolation anomaly due to

feedbacks operating in the system. Our modeling results provide some insight into

the way in which the biosphere-atmosphere feedback contributes to this enhancement

and, consequently, to the wetter conditions during the period. For this purpose, we

recall the hypothesis developed by Emanuel et at. [1994], Eltahir [1996, 1998], and

Eltahir and Gong [1996] on the role of the gradient of moist static energy between

the land and the ocean in regulating the dynamics of large-scale atmospheric tropical

circulations (i.e. monsoons). In addition, we base our discussion on the hypothesis

developed by Eltahir [1996, 1998] for relating land surface conditions and subsequent

rainfall processes.

With else being equal, the increased solar radiation at the top of the Earth's atmo

sphere during the Mid-Holocene summer, results in a slight increase of the net radi

ation received at the land surface. Based on energy balance considerations, increases

in the net radiation at the land surface have to be balanced roughly by corresponding

increases in the total energy fluxes (latent and sensible heat fluxes, Figures 3-16 and

3-17) into the land's boundary layer. With conditions over the ocean being fixed by

the specified current SST climatology, the resulting increase in energy fed into the

land's boundary layer steepens the gradient of moist static energy between land and

the ocean (Figure 3-12). It has been shown by Eltahir and Gong [1996] that a steeper

gradient of moist static energy results in a stronger monsoon circulation (Figure 3-18).

Consequently, the initial increase in the summer net radiation over land that resulted

from changes in the Earth's orbital configuration during the Middle Holocene, pro

vides an initial mechanism for the enhancement of the summer monsoon circulation

over West Africa. As shown in Figure 3-19, the healthier monsoon circulation sim

ulated for the Middle Holocene results in significant moisture convergence (P - Et )

as compared to current conditions. As' a result, a positive precipitation anomaly is

generated over land (Figure 3-11e) producing moister soil conditions (Figure 3-20)
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and a greener vegetation distribution (Figures 3-7 and 3-13).

The equilibrium vegetation types simulated for the Middle Holocene are signifi

cantly greener than for the present. Water demanding vegetation types such as forest

and grassland show a significant northward expansion to -20.5° N. This expansion

results from a higher water availability, especially during summer/early fall, as com

pared to present conditions. The greener vegetation distribution and moister soil

conditions simulated for the Middle Holocene, result in a significant difference in the

way in which the biosphere-atmosphere interactions take place. As shown in Figure

3-14, the expanded vegetation and moister soil conditions exert a strong influence

in the energy balance at the land surface through two mechanisms: (1) decreased

Bowen ratio, and (2) decreased surface albedo (Figure 3-21). It will be shown that

both mechanisms result in increased net surface radiation during the Middle Holocene,

consistent with Eltahirs [1998] theory.

Due to the positive precipitation anomaly simulated for the Middle Holocene sum

mer, soil conditions are significantly moister (Figure 3-20). Since the plant's stomatal

resistance to transpiration is inversely proportional to the available soil moisture con

tent, the moister conditions simulated for the Middle Holocene result in decreased

Bowen ratio [(1) above]. Therefore, in the competition between latent and sensible

heating for the available energy at the surface, the fraction contributing to evapotran

spiration (Figures 3-16, 3-17, and 3-19) is significantly larger for the Middle Holocene,

which results in: (a) a significantly more humid boundary layer (Figure 3-22), and

(b) cooler surface temperature in the region with expanded vegetative cover (15° N

20° N, Figure 3-23). Since water vapor is the most important greenhouse gas, the

more humid boundary layer simulated for the Middle Holocene [(a) above] favors a

significantly increased downward longwave radiation. Although, a region of localized

cooling is simulated between 15° N-20° N as a result of increased evapotranspira

tion from the expanded vegetation [(b) above], we find an overall small warming of

our region of interest (16.5° Nand 23.5° N, currently part of the Sahara Desert).

Consistent with this overall small warm"ing of the surface, the upward longwave radi

ation increases slightly. The net effect of changes in both longwave components is an
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increase of the net terrestrial radiation received at the land surface (Table 3.9).

The decreased surface albedo [(2) above] (Figure 3-21) resulting from the simulated

greening/wetting of the region currently occupied by the Sahara, results in increased

net solar radiation at the land surface. At the same time, the increased reflectivity

associated with the increased cloudiness simulated over the region, acts to reduce the

amount of net solar radiation reaching the land surface. Our results show that the net

solar radiation at the land surface increases significantly, suggesting that the impact

of surface albedo out-competes the cloud effect.

As a result of the increased net terrestrial and net solar radiations received at

the land surface, there is an increase of the net surface radiation. The increased net

radiation at the land surface is again balanced by corresponding increases in the total

energy fluxes (mostly in the form of latent heat due to decreased Bowen ratio) fed

into the land's boundary layer. With conditions over the ocean being fixed by the

specified SST climatology, an even steeper gradient of moist static energy between

the land and the ocean (Figure 3-12) is produced. As a consequence, the summer

monsoon circulation is further enhanced until an equilibrium is established (Figure

3-14) in which a significantly stronger monsoon (Figure 3-18) can be sustained under

6K yrs BP orbital forcings.
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3.6 Sensitivity to Conditions in the Northern

Boundary

The northern Sahara (north of 27° N) is currently under the influence of the Mediter

ranean and the Tropical North Atlantic specially during winter when polar depres

sions and Atlantic cyclones are an important source of precipitation over the region

[Bryson, 1992]. The region is currently characterized by a vegetation cover consisting

of sparse shrubland or grassland, and mediterranean forest, specially in the Atlas

mountain range (Figure 2-1). According to Bryson [1992], and Petit-Maire and Guo

[1997], this influence from the north was even more significant during the Middle

Holocene than presently, resulting in slightly stronger precipitation and denser vege

tation conditions. Since ZonalBAM is a zonally symmetric model, it cannot simulate

eddies as an important transfer mechanism in middle latitudes. For this reason, here

we constrain our region of interest to the tropics.

The only sources of moisture in ZonalBAM are the South-Eastern Tropical At-
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lantic in the south, the Mediterranean in the north, and the recycling by vegetation

itself. Moisture is basically distributed by a zonally-symmetric meridional circulation,

while the existence of eddies as an important transfer mechanism in mid-latitudes is

neglected. In dealing with the issue of the northern boundary, we have two options:

fixing the vegetation, fluxes and temperature north of the northern tropics (north of

27° N) to their current distribution or allowing the model to interactively calculate

them.

For modeling the current climate, these boundary conditions are quantitatively

known. Therefore, fixing the fluxes and temperature in the north to their current

climatology has allowed for the successful simulation of present conditions. When

these boundary conditions are fixed, then specifying any vegetation conditions in the

north would not cause any significant difference in results. However, here we show

that when these fluxes and temperature are model-calculated, the choice of vegetation

conditions specified in the north is critical.

Due to the high degree of uncertainty in these conditions for the Middle Holocene,

we believe that letting the model to calculate these fluxes and temperatures while fix

ing the vegetation conditions is reasonable for several reasons. First, due to the differ

ent forcings during the Middle Holocene, conditions in middle latitudes are expected

to be somewhat different from the current [Bryson, 1992; Huntley and Prentice, 1993;

Petit-Maire and Guo, 1997]. Second, since our intention is to simulate the expansion

of the grassland region into the transition zone between low- and mid-latitudes, fixing

the fluxes and temperatures north of 27° N could probably limit our model response.

Results of several sensitivity analyses show that letting the fluxes in the north to

be model-calculated is a good choice as long as the vegetation specified in the north

is somewhat realistic and denser than a certain threshold. This choice is specially

critical when vegetation dynamics are allowed in the southern portion of the domain

(5° N to 27° N).
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Name of Orbital Vegetation Ocean Fluxes and Vegetation
simulationa forcing temperatures north of

north of 27° N
27° N fixed to

00-VDO-SSO-1 OK yrs BP Dynamic Fixed Model- Grassy-
from currentb to current calculated savannah

06-VDO-SSO-1 6K yrs BP Dynamic Fixed Model- Grassy-
from current to current calculated savannah

00-VDO-SSO-2 OK yrs BP Dynamic Fixed Model- Semidesert
from current to current calculated

06-VDO-SSO-2 6K yrs BP Dynamic Fixed Model- Semidesert
from current to current calculated

a Name of simulation has the form: OA-VB-8C-V, where; 0 = orbital forcing; A = 0 or 6
corresponding to 0 or 6K yrs BP orbital forcings respectively; V = vegetation conditions; B
= 80 or 86 corresponding to static vegetation fixed to current or Mid-Holocene conditions,
DO or D6 corresponding to dynamic vegetation initialized to current or Mid-Holocene
conditions; 8 = ocean conditions; C = 80 or 86 corresponding to ocean fixed to current or
Mid-Holocene conditions; V = simulation number.

b Dynamic vegetation initialized from current distribution.

Table 3.10: Summary of sensitivity simulations for 0 and 6K yrs BP.

We find that if vegetation in the north is prescribed as too sparse (simulations

OA-VDO-SSO-2, Table 3.10), and if in top we neglect the existence of eddies as a

transfer mechanism by letting the fluxes and temperature in the north to be model

calculated, the domain becomes almost completely deserted. What happens is that

by letting fluxes to be model-calculated, we are neglecting the transport of moisture

by eddies from the Mediterranean and the Tropical North Atlantic (for ZonalBAM

does not account anyways) into the northern Sahara. The only moisture transport

mechanism is limited to a zonally symmetric meridional circulation. If in top, we

prescribe the vegetation conditions in the region as too sparse, then the moisture

recycling by vegetation would be too low. Consequently, the resulting dryness could

propagate southward through vegetation dynamics until the equilibrium climate be

comes unrealistic. As seen in Figure 3-24, prescribing the vegetation in the north to

semidesert (starred lines) (Tables 3.3 and 3.4) produces unrealistically dry conditions

when using both current and 6K yrs BP forcings. However, when the vegetation
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conditions are denser than grassy-savannah (circled lines), we find that the simulated

current conditions are realistic.
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Figure 3-24: Distribution of total annual precipitation (mm/yr) for simulations 00
VDO-SSO-l (solid-circled line), 06-VDO-SSO-l (dashed-circled line),
and the impact of changing vegetation conditions in the north to
semidesert (simulation 00-VDO-SSO-2: solid-starred line, simulation
06-VDO-SSO-2: dashed-starred line).

3.7 Summary

With the purpose of understanding the mechanisms responsible for a greener Sahara

during the Middle Holocene, we invoked the theory developed by Eltahir [1996], and

Eltahir an~ Gong [1996] which suggests that the strength of the monsoon circulation

is affected by the gradient of moist static energy between the land and the ocean.

In these studies, they have showed that greener conditions enhance the moist static

energy over land steepening the gradient of moist static energy and resulting in a

stronger monsoon. The relative contribution of orbitally-induced changes in insolation

and vegetation dynamics to the energy balance at the land surface, which determines

the amount of moist static energy fed into the land boundary layer, were analyzed by
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performing four sets of experiments based on current and 6K yrs BP orbital forcings.

Simulations in which vegetation conditions were fixed to the current distribu

tion, show that an orbitally-induced increased seasonality in insolation for the Middle

Holocene, by itself, results in a 1.10 northward shift in the location of the southern

margin of the Sahara as compared to current forcings. This limited response is due

to the fact that the fixed land surface conditions limit the increase in the net radi

ation at the surface. Therefore, only small increases in the latent and sensible heat

fluxes, which feed the land boundary layer with moist static energy, were simulated,

producing a limited enhancement of the monsoon. When vegetation is allowed to be

dynamic, it responds to the simulated increase in rainfall resulting in greener con

ditions. As a result of this feedback, more moist static energy is fed into the land

boundary layer strengthening the monsoon even further. Consequently, the southern

desert margin shifts northward by 2.40 in this case. However, the system by itself was

not able to fully reach the greener equilibrium expected based on observations.

Motivated by this limited response, simulations in which vegetation was initialized

according to Hoelzmann et al.'s [1998] map of palaeovegetation were performed and

the question of whether these could be sustained under current and Mid-Holocene

orbital forcings was posed. We found that this vegetation distribution cannot not

be sustained under current forcings. However, it can be sustained under 6K yrs BP

forcings resulting in a 5.1 0 northward shift in the southern desert margin. Although

we were successful in simulating a northward expansion of - 500 km in vegetation, our

model was not able to sustain the initially specified sparse vegetation at -230 N from

observations. This mismatch with reconstructions of palaeoprecipitation is probably

due to the lack of other significant feedbacks in the system. Despite of this, it is

remarkable that a simple zonally symmetric model was able to capture the retreated

Sahara during the Middle Holocene. Although, the main mechanisms responsible for

the enhancement of the West African summer monsoon during the Middle Holocene

have been discussed from the point of view of the biosphere-atmosphere system,

we are aware that the incorporation of additional feedbacks could introduce more

complication. For example, the incorporation of other feedbacks such as changes
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in soil type, surface waters, and ocean dynamics have been identified as possible

additional mechanisms resulting in significantly wetter conditions during the Mid

Holocene. In addition, it is important to incorporate into this analysis, a temporal

dimension in which seasonal and interannual changes are also taken into account.

Contrary to other studies, our results based on 6K yrs BP forcings suggest that

multiple equilibria could have coexisted over the region of West Africa during the

Middle Holocene. Furthermore, based on previous similar studies on the current

climate over the region [Wang and Eltahir, 2000b,d], we hypothesize that transitions

between the different equilibria could have taken place during the Middle Holocene

causing the southern desert margin to migrate between 18.10 Nand 21.40 N. This

could act as a mechanism for natural oscillation in the Mid-Holocene climate.
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Chapter 4

Simulations Using the

Fully-Coupled

Biosphere-Atmosphere-Ocean

Model

4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2, it was shown that the addition of an ocean component into ZonalBAM

is critical in order to fully simulate climate change over the region of West Africa. It

was shown that the strength of the monsoon circulation is strongly dependent on the

amount of energy fluxes fed into the oceanic boundary layer and that these fluxes are

in turn dependent on the oceanic heat budget. For the Middle Holocene, it is believed

that the influence of local SSTs was more important than the effects of global changes

in SSTs. For this reason, and due to ZonalBAM's simple configuration, a simple way

of including an ocean component into the model is by the addition of a mixed layer

ocean model (MLOM). In this MLOM, SSTs are computed based on energy balance

considerations in the top (-100 m) ocean layer as discussed in Section 2.3.
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Name of Orbital Vegetation Ocean Fluxes and Vegetation
simulationa forcing temperatures north of

north of 27° N
27° N fixed to

00-VDO-SSO-3 OK yrs BP Dynamic Fixed to Fixed to Grassy-
from current current savannah

currentb

OO-VDO-SDO OK yrs BP Dynamic Dynamic Fixed to Grassy-
from from current savannah

current currentd

06-VD6-SCO 6K yrs BP Dynamic Fixed to Model- Grassy-
from corrected calculated savannah

Mid-Hol.c currente

06-VD6-SCDO 6K yrs BP Dynamic Dynamic Model- Grassy-
from from calculated savannah

Mid-HoI. corrected
currentf

a Name of simulation has the form: OA-VB-SC-V, where; 0 = orbital forcing; A = 0 or 6
corresponding to 0 or 6K yrs BP orbital forcings respectively; V = vegetation conditions;
B = SO or S6 corresponding to static vegetation fixed to current or Mid-Holocene
conditions, DO or D6 corresponding to dynamic vegetation initialized to current or
Mid-Holocene conditions; S = ocean conditions; C = SO or S6 corresponding to ocean
fixed to current or Mid-Holocene conditions, DO or D6 corresponding to dynamic ocean
initialized to current or Mid-Holocene conditions, CO corresponding to ocean fixed to
corrected SST conditions from MLOM validation, CDO corresponding to dynamic ocean
initialized to corrected SST conditions; V = simulation number.

b Dynamic vegetation initialized to the current distribution derived from USGS Global
Land Cover Characterization Data, Gornitz and NASA [1995], and Foley et al. [1996].

C Dynamic vegetation initialized based on Hoelzmann et al. 's [1998] map of palaeovege
tation.

d SSTs are initialized to NCEP climatology, and the MLOM is subsequently turned on.
The ocean heat fluxes are derived from simulation 00-VDO-SSO-3.

e SSTs are fixed to the corrected SSTs simulated in 00-VDO-SDO.
f SSTs are initialized to the corrected SSTs simulated in 00-VDO-SDO, and the MLOM

is subsequently turned on. The ocean heat fluxes are derived from simulation 00-VDO
SSO-3.

* In all simulations the relative humidity threshold over the ocean (RHo) has been set as
5% larger than over land (See Table 4.2).

Table 4.1: Summary of simulations for 0 and 6K yrs BP to determine the impact of
ocean dynamics.
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In order to reduce model biases, the seasonal cycle of ocean heat fluxes was de

rived from a control simulation of the current climate (Figure 4-1) in which vegetation

dynamics were allowed and the model was forced with fixed NCEP SST climatology

(simulation 00-VDO-SSO-3, Table 4.1). These advective fluxes, which should account

for the transport of heat by ocean currents and for oceanic processes such as up

welling/sinking, were then added to the heat budget equation from which the SSTs

are calculated. The validation of this MLOM based on current forcings, and the im

pact of the addition of ocean dynamics into simulations of the Middle Holocene are

presented in the next sections. Simulations are summarized in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4-1: Seasonal cycle of ocean heat fluxes (W/m2), representing the zonal aver
age over 15° W to 15° E, derived from a control simulation of the current
climate (simulation 00-VDO-SSO-3, Table 4.1). Negative contours are
dashed and represent heat advected away from the location.

4.2 Validation of the Mixed Layer Ocean Model

In this section, the mixed layer ocean model (MLOM) (See Chapter 2) is validated

based on current forcings. In our simulations, the MLOM was only applied to the

region between 25° Sand 5° N (averaged over 15° W-15° E), which directly influences
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and is influenced by the zonally-symmetric monsoon circulation. Similar to the cou

pling process between the atmospheric and biospheric components of ZonaIBAM, an

initial spinup is required due to the addition of the mixed layer ocean model (MLOM):

The model starts with the SSTs fixed to the current climatology from NCEP, and

vegetation fixed to the close-to-observed distribution (Figure 3-1). The MLOM is

turned on after five years. The ocean heat fluxes, derived from a control simulation

of the current climate (Figure 4-1) in which vegetation dynamics were allowed and

the model was forced with the current NCEP SST climatology (simulation 00-VDO

SSO-3, Table 4.1), are added in the MLOM heat balance equation. Ten years later

(year 15) vegetation dynamics are introduced.

Cloud Cloud Cloud Original RHo for MLOM
level extent optical RHo a simulations b

(mb) depth (7) over land over ocean

High 460-220 2 0.80 0.80 0.85
Middle 640-460 6 0.65 0.65 0.70

Low 940-640 12 0.70 0.70 0.75

a Originally used in ZonalBAM over both land and ocean.
bUsed in simulations with the mixed layer ocean model.

Table 4.2: Summary of the cloud parameterization scheme based
on Kvamst¢ [1991].

The validation of the MLOM revealed large cold biases in the simulated SSTs. The

cause of mismatch has been identified as an excessively high cloud cover over the ocean

immediately after the MLOM is turned on, which results in a significant reduction

of the incoming radiation at the ocean surface. ZonaiBAM's cloud parameterization

scheme is very simple (Table 4.2). Clouds are divided into three groups: high-, middle

, and low-level clouds, whose characteristics are described in terms of fractional cover,

vertical expansion, and cloud density [Wang, 2000]. Only the fractional cloud cover is

predicted by the model based on the relative humidity following the Kvamst¢ [1991]

scheme:
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RH - RHo
FC = max(O.O, RR)

1- 0
(4.1)

where FC is the fractional cover, RH is the relative humidity, and RHo is the

relative humidity threshold for cloud formation, which is 0.80, 0.65, 0.70 for high

, medium-, and low-level clouds, respectively. These values were appropriate when

the SST climatology was fixed, since the cloud-radiation feedback did not have any

effect over the ocean. However, when the MLOM is used, this feedback can produce

significant biases. In our case, we found a cold SST bias resulting from a higher than

observed simulated cloud cover. In order to bring the simulated cloud cover closer

to observations, we increased the relative humidity threshold over the ocean by 5

% (to 0.85, 0.70 and 0.75, respectively, Table 4.2). This is a reasonable assumption

since the amount of cloud condensation nuclei available over the ocean is smaller than

over land, requiring a higher relative humidity threshold for cloud formation. The

resulting SSTs still show a cold bias of -2° K, specially during spring (AMJ) and

summer (JAS) (Figure 4-2). However, simulations in which the relative humidity

threshold over the ocean was increased even further did not produce any significant

improvement in results.

We hypothesize that this small cold bias in the simulated SSTs is due to the

simplification of the MLOM into a one dimensional representation (meridional). Since

the SETA region is currently characterized by strong coastal upwelling in the Benguela

system, we realize that it is important to take into account the zonal variability in the

mixed layer. Zonal variations in the mixed layer depth and ocean heat fluxes would

result in zonal variations in the sea surface temperature of the region. Since the

latent heat flux depends in a non-linear fashion on the sea surface temperature of the

mixed layer (following the Clausius-Clapeyron relation), the heat balance on a single

grid box with average mixed layer characteristics would be significantly different from

the mean heat balance of a number of grid boxes. Also, as has been demonstrated

by Saravanan and Chang [1999], the inclusion of spatial and temporal variability in
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the mixed layer ocean depth is important in order to accurately simulate the SST

variability. Therefore, simulations in which the zonal variability of the ocean is taken

into account are being carried out.

The effect of the cold bias in the SSTs simulated by the MLOM on the climate

of West Africa is detailed in Figure 4-3 and explained hereafter. The value of key

variables in the region between 13.0° Nand 20.0° N during summer (JAS) (where the

largest changes over land are simulated) are given in Table 4.3 for simulations with

(simulation 00-VDO-SDO) and without (simulation 00-VDO-SSO-3) the mixed layer

ocean model.

Variable Simulation 00-VDO-SSO-3 Simulation 00-VDO-SDO
(fixed SSTs) (SSTs from MLOM)

Bo 0.8 0.9
W °l 0.18 0.11sO't ,veg.

SHF (W/m2
) 46.2 39.8

LHF (W/m2
) 56.5 44.0

E t (mm/day) 2.0 1.5
Rt,down (W/m2

) 367.8 361.5
Rt,up (W/m2

) 481.1 482.4
Rt,net (W/m2

) -113.3 -120.9
surface albedo 0.31 0.34
Rs,net (W/m2

) 311.4 312.1
R net (W/m2

) 198.1 191.2
P (mm/day) 1.7 1.4

B o = Bowen ratio, Wsoil,veg. = soil moisture content available to vegetation =
f(soil moisture and rooting profile), SHF = sensible heat flux, LHF = latent
heat flux, Et = evapotranspiration, Rt,down = downward longwave radiation,
R t1UP = upward longwave radiation, Rt,net = net terrestrial radiation, Rs,net

= net solar radiation, R net = net radiation, P = precipitation.

Table 4.3: Average value of key variables for simulations with (simula
tion 00-VDO-SDO) and without (simulation 00-VDO-SSO-3)
the mixed layer ocean model for summer (JAS) conditions in
the region between 13.0° Nand 20.0° N.
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Figure 4-2: (a) SST climatology (0 K) from NCEP Reanalysis; (b) Seasonal cycle
of SST for the simulation in which the MLOM is validated based on
current forcings (simulation 00-VDO-SDO); (c) = (b) - (a).
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The simulated cold bias in the spring SSTs (Figure 4-2) results in a reduction

of the latent and sensible heat fluxes fed into the oceanic boundary layer. As a

consequence, the atmosphere directly in contact with the ocean surface is cooled

and becomes drier. The decreased energy fluxes fed into the oceanic boundary layer

steepen the gradient of moist static energy with respect to the land, and result in

a stronger spring monsoon [Eltahir and Gong, 1996]. The stronger spring monsoon

produces a negative precipitation anomaly over the ocean. At the same time, a

positive precipitation anomaly develops over land in the region from -50 N to -130 N

during the spring season (Figure 4-5). As the monsoon front progresses into land, the

negative precipitation anomaly generated over the ocean during spring, propagates

northward with it. Since the winds associated with the spring monsoon do not reach

farther than -130 N, and due to the decrease in ocean evaporation, little moisture is

advected north of this location. This mechanism of moisture advection, acting with

a timescale of about a month, has been identified by Zheng et at. [1999] as the initial

connection between spring SSTs and summer rainfall over West Africa.

The decreased moisture advected inland during spring results in: (1) a decrease in

the precipitable water over land during summer (Figure 4-6), and (2) less greenhouse

trapping. The decreased greenhouse trapping [(2) above] acts to reduce the net

terrestrial, and consequently, the net radiation (Figure 4-7) at the land surface during

summer. Based on energy balance considerations, the decreased net radiation over

land during summer has to be balanced roughly by decreases in the total energy fluxes

(latent and sensible heat fluxes, Figures 4-8 and 4-9) fed into the land's boundary

layer. At the same time, the small negative SST anomaly simulated during summer

also results in a small decrease in the moist static energy fed into the oceanic boundary

layer. However, the changes that occur over land dominate the gradient of moist static

energy between the land and the ocean, which is slightly reduced (Figure 4-10) and

results in a slightly weaker summer monsoon (Figure 4-11). This effect, together with

the decrease in precipitable water [(1) above] result in less summer (Figure 4-5), and

consequently total annual (Figure 4-4) precipitation over land in the region from -130

N to -200 N.
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The negative precipitation anomaly over land during summer produces drier soil

conditions and results in a sparser vegetation distribution (Figure 4-12) during sum

mer. Zheng et al. [1999] have found that the resulting soil moisture-rainfall feedback

[Eltahir, 1998], which acts to decrease the net radiation at the surface (Figure 4-7),

is the mechanism responsible for sustaining the initial rainfall anomaly for the whole

summer. In this case this mechanism mainly acts through a decrease in the downward

longwave radiation as a result of decreased atmospheric humidity, while the upward

longwave component and net solar radiation are barely affected (Table 4.3). Figure

4-5 shows that when summer ends and the monsoon reverses, this mechanism of mois

ture advection acts again to propagate the negative precipitation anomaly into the

ocean.
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Figure 4-4: Distribution of total annual precipitation (mm/yr) for the simulation
with fixed NCEP SST climatology (simulation 00-VDO-SSO-3, solid
line), and the simulation in which the MLOM is validated based on
current forcings (simulation 00-VDO-SDO, solid-circled line).
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Figure 4-5: Difference in the seasonal cycle of precipitation (mm/day) for the simu
lation in which the MLOM is validated based on current forcings (simu
lation 00-VDO-SDO) - the simulation with fixed NCEP SST climatology
(simulation 00-VDO-SSO-3).
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Figure 4-6: Difference in the seasonal cycle of specific humidity near the surface
(g/kg) for the simulation in which the MLOM is validated based on
current forcings (simulation 00-VDO-SDO) - the simulation with fixed
NCEP SST climatology (simulation 00-VDO-SSO-3).
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simulation in which the MLOM is validated based on current forcings
(simulation OO-VDO-SDO) - the simulation with fixed NCEP SST cli
matology (simulation 00-VDO-SSO-3).
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Figure 4-8: Difference in the seasonal cycle of latent heat flux (W1m2) for the simu
lation in which the MLOM is validated based on current forcings (simu
lation 00-VDO-SDO) - the simulation with fixed NCEP SST climatology
(simulation 00-VDO-SSO-3).
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Figure 4-9: Difference in the seasonal cycle of sensible heat flux (W1m2) for the
simulation in which the MLOM is validated based on current forcings
(simulation 00-VDO-SDO) - the simulation with fixed NCEP SST cli
matology (simulation 00-VDO-SSO-3).
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Figure 4-10: Difference in the equivalent potential temperature (0 K) during August
for the simulation in which the MLOM is validated based on current
forcings (simulation 00-VDO-SDO) - the simulation with fixed NCEP
SST climatology (simulation 00-VDO-SSO-3).
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Figure 4-11: Difference in the vertical wind (mm/s) during August for the simula
tion in which the MLOM is validated based on current forcings (simula
tion 00-VDO-SDO) - the simulation with fixed NCEP SST climatology
(simulation 00-VDO-SSO-3).
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Figure 4-12: Difference in the seasonal cycle of surface albedo for the simulation
in which the MLOM is validated based on current forcings (simula
tion 00-VDO-SDO) - the simulation with fixed NCEP SST climatology
(simulation 00-VDO-SSO-3).
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4.3 Impact of Ocean Dynamics in the Simulation

of Mid-Holocene Conditions

Although no evidence has been found for significantly different SSTs in the Tropical

Atlantic region during the Middle Holocene [Ruddiman and Mix, 1993], there is a

common belief that local and seasonal variations might have contributed to enhancing

the monsoon circulation over West Africa. Using ZonalBAM with the mixed layer

ocean model (MLOM) component, this hypothesis can be tested. However, several

limitations exist. First, the MLOM requires the inclusion of an ocean heat fluxes

term. This term should account for the advection of heat by ocean currents and

for local upwelling/sinking, processes which cannot be simulated by ZonalBAM and

that are not quantitatively known for the Middle Holocene. Therefore, our need to

prescribe them to their current climatology (from simulation 00-VDO-SSO-3, Table

4.1). Second, the fact that the atmospheric circulation over the SETA region is close

to zonally-symmetric does not imply that the ocean circulation has to be and in

fact it is not. The region is currently characterized by strong coastal upwelling in

the Benguela system off the western coast of South Africa. Third, when attempting

to validate the MLOM based on current forcings, a cold bias in the SSTs has been

simulated. Therefore, it becomes necessary to take this cold bias into account in some

way. However, in spite of these limitations, our MLOM can give us some insight into

how seasonal and regional variations in the SSTs could affect the simulated monsoon

circulation for the Middle Holocene.

In order to account for the cold bias in the SSTs simulated while validating the

MLOM based on current forcings (Figure 4-2c), the corrected SSTs (i.e. by including

the bias) are fixed in a simulation using 6K yrs BP forcings, and this is taken as our

"control" simulation (simulation 06-VD6-SCO, Table 4.1). Similar to the simulation

with current orbital forcings, the fixed corrected SSTs (i.e. by including the bias)

result in a reduction of summer, and consequently, total annual precipitation (Figure

4-13, dashed and dashed-stared lines) for the Middle Holocene when compared to the

simulation with fixed NCEP SST climatology (simulation 06-VD6-SS0-1, Table 3.1).
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The impact of the addition of an interactive ocean component into simulations of

the Middle Holocene is presented hereafter. Average summer (JAS) conditions for

Figure 4-13: Distribution of total annual precipitation (mm/yr) for the simulation
with fixed NCEP SST climatology (simulation 06-VD6-SS0-1, dashed
line, Table 3.1), the simulation with the fixed corrected SSTs (simu
lation 06-VD6-SCO, dashed-stared line), and the simulation with the
MLOM (simulation 06-VD6-SCDO, dashed-circled line).
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With the purpose of assessing the impact of ocean dynamics on the simulated Mid

Holocene conditions over West Africa, the MLOM is applied to the region between

25° Sand 5° N (SETA region, representing the average over 15° W-15° E) in a

simulation using 6K yrs BP forcings (simulation 06-VD6-SCDO). The ocean heat

fluxes were again obtained from a control simulation of the current climate (Figure

4-1) in which vegetation dynamics were allowed, and the model was forced with the

current NCEP SST climatology (simulation 00-VDO-SSO-3, Table 4.1). These fluxes

were then added to the ocean heat budget equation. Again, the MLOM is turned on

after five years in which vegetation is fixed to that of Hoelzmann et al.'s [199S] (Figure

3-7) map of palaeovegetation, and the SSTs are fixed to the corrected values. Ten

years later (year 15) vegetation dynamics are introduced. In addition, the relative

humidity threshold over the ocean is again set as 5 % higher than over land (Table

4.2).



the region between 16.5° Nand 23.5° N (currently part of the Sahara) are also com

pared in Table 4.4 for the simulations with (simulation 06-VD6-SCDO) and without

(simulation 06-VD6-SCO) the mixed layer ocean model. Comparing this table with

Table 3.9 (3rd column), it is evident that the effect of the cold bias in the SSTs used

in our "control" simulation is counteracted when the MLOM is let on (Figure 4-13),

so that the values of key variables over the current Sahara are again in accordance

with those of simulation 06-VD6-SS0-1 (See Chapter 3).

Variable Simulation 06-VD6-SCO Simulation 06-VD6-SCDO
(fixed SSTs) (SSTs from MLOM)

Bo 1.3 0.7
W "l 0.06 0.148m ,veg.

SHF (W/m'2) 46.6 49.7
LHF (W/m'2) 35.2 67.2
Et (mm/day) 1.2 2.4
Rnet (W/m2

) 204.6 221.2
P (mm/day) 1.1 2.2

B o = Bowen ratio, W 8oil,veg. = soil moisture content available to vegetation
= f(soil moisture, rooting profile), SHF = sensible heat flux, LHF = latent
heat flux, E t = evapotranspiration, Rnet = net radiation, P = precipitation.

Table 4.4: Average value of key variables for simulations with (simulation
06-VD6-SCDO) and without (simulation 06-VD6-SCO) the
mixed layer ocean model for summer (JAS) conditions in the
region between 16.5° Nand 23.5° N.

The difference between the simulated seasonal cycle of SSTs for the Middle

Holocene (simulation 06-VD6-SCDO) and the corrected SSTs (i.e. by including the

bias) used in our "control" simulation (simulation 06-VD6-SCO) is shown in Figure

4-14. It is noticed that the effect of 6K yrs BP orbital forcings is a further reduction

of the SSTs, specially during the spring (AMJ) and summer (JAS) seasons, consistent

with other studies [Maley, 1997; Braconnot et al., 2000; Texier et al., 2000]. How

ever, some warming is simulated during autumn (OND), and the pattern of the SST

anomalies (Figure 4-14) is quite different from that of the biased SSTs (Figure 4-2c).
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Figure 4-14: Difference in the seasonal cycle of surface temperature (0 K) for the
simulation with the MLOM (simulation 06-VD6-SCDO) - the simula
tion with the fixed corrected SSTs (simulation 06-VD6-SCO).

The warm SST anomaly simulated during autumn (OND) results in more moisture

fed into the oceanic boundary layer. As a result, a positive precipitation anomaly is

generated over the ocean during the season. From Figure 4-15, it is evident how

the positive precipitation anomaly generated over the ocean during autumn starts

propagating inland during the following season (i.e. winter, JFM). Zheng et al. [1999]

have identified moisture advection as an important mechanism connecting the SSTs

during a season with precipitation over land during the following season, consistent

with the migrational pattern observed in our simulated precipitation. Since the West

African Coast of Guinea (5° N) is characterized by a northward wind component

throughout the year, the anomalous moisture generated over the ocean during autumn

is advected to the region by winter.

The increased moisture advected inland during autumn results in: (1) an increase

of the precipitable water over land during winter, and (2) more greenhouse trapping.

The increased greenhouse trapping [(2) above] acts to increase the net terrestrial, and

consequently, the net surface radiation (Figure 4-17) over the Coast of Guinea during

winter. This increase in the net radiation is balanced by corresponding increases in
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the total energy fluxes (latent and sensible heat fluxes; Figures 4-18 and 4-19) fed

into the land's boundary layer. At the same time, a negative anomaly in the SSTs

is generated over the ocean, which results in a reduced amount of energy fed into

the oceanic boundary layer. Resulting from these two processes, a steeper gradient

of moist static energy between the land and the ocean develops and results in a

stronger monsoon. This effect, together with the increased precipitable water [(1)

above] result in higher winter precipitation over the Coast of Guinea. The stronger

winds associated with the simulated stronger monsoon during winter help to bring

the positive precipitation anomaly further north.

As the seasons progress and the land area affected by the positive precipitation

anomaly increases, the land surface responds by becoming greener (Figure 4-16) and

the total energy fluxes fed into the land's boundary layer increase accordingly. At the

same time, the negative anomaly in the simulated SSTs grows resulting in reduced

energy into the oceanic boundary layer. So, the steeper gradient of moist static

energy generated as a result of both mechanisms, act to sustain the precipitation

anomaly until summer when it reaches its most northward position (Figures 4-20

and 4-21). As the summer season (JAS) ends and the monsoon starts to naturally

weaken, the additive effects of a decreased moisture source from the cooler SSTs

simulated through mid-winter/spring/summer also act to decrease the precipitation

over land, moving the positive precipitation anomaly again from the land into the

ocean. These results are consistent with other studies [Druyan and Koster, 1989],

which have identified two mechanisms for dry conditions over the Sahel: one being

the deficiencies in the moisture supply, and the other the consequence of too few

rain-generating wave disturbances even when moisture is ample.

In summary, the simulated anomaly pattern in the Middle Holocene SSTs, pro

duces a distinct migrational pattern in the precipitation difference field, as well as in

other key variables, which is related to a longer-lasting and stronger monsoon. Our

results agree with those of other studies. As an example, using a coupled ocean

atmosphere model, Braconnot et at. [2000] simulated cooler SSTs over the SETA

region during the Middle Holocene. As a result, the effects of the West African mon-
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Figure 4-15: Difference in the seasonal cycle of precipitation (mm/day) for the sim
ulation with the MLOM (simulation 06-VD6-SCDO) - the simulation
with the fixed corrected SSTs (simulation 06-VD6-SCO).

soon over land lasted longer resulting in increased precipitation. Similarly, Texier et

at. [2000] found that by prescribing the SSTs 1-30 K cooler than their current values,

a significant increase in rainfall was generated over the Sahara.

In our simulation, when the effects of the corrected (i.e. by including the bias)

SSTs and the simulated anomaly pattern in the SSTs for 6K yrs BP are superimposed,

the simulated year-round increase in precipitation near the coast dominates resulting

in increased coastal precipitation (Figure 4-13). However, near the desert margin, the

increase in precipitation resulting from the SST anomalies simulated for the Middle

Holocene is counteracted by the precipitation decrease associated with the corrected

SSTs. As a consequence, the simulated location of the southern desert margin stays

the same as in the simulation with fixed NCEP SST climatology (simulation 06-VD6

SSO-I, See Chapter 3).
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Figure 4-16: Difference in the seasonal cycle of surface albedo for the simulation
with the MLOM (simulation 06-VD6-SCDO) - the simulation with the
fixed corrected SSTs (simulation 06-VD6-SCO).
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Figure 4-17: Difference in the seasonal cycle of net radiation (W1m2) for the sim
ulation with the MLOM (simulation 06-VD6-SCDO) - the simulation
with the fixed corrected SSTs (simulation 06-VD6-SCO).
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Figure 4-18: Difference in the seasonal cycle of latent heat flux (W1m2) for the sim
ulation with the MLOM (simulation 06-VD6-SCDO) - the simulation
with the fixed corrected SSTs (simulation 06-VD6-SCO).
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Figure 4-19: Difference in the seasonal cycle of sensible heat flux (W1m2 ) for the
simulation with the MLOM (simulation 06-VD6-SCDO) - the simula
tion with the fixed corrected SSTs (simulation 06-VD6-SCO).
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Figure 4-20: Difference in the equivalent potential temperature (0 K) during August
for the simulation with the MLOM (simulation 06-VD6-SCDO) - the
simulation with the fixed corrected SSTs (simulation 06-VD6-SCO).
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Figure 4-21: Difference in the vertical wind (mm/s) during August for the simu
lation with the MLOM (simulation 06-VD6-SCDO) - the simulation
with the fixed corrected SSTs (simulation 06-VD6-SCO).
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4.4 Summary

In this section, an interactive mixed layer ocean model (MLOM) has been added to

ZonalBAM in order to consider the effects of ocean dynamics in the West African

climate. The validation of the MLOM was complicated by the fact that cold biases in

the SSTs resulted from a simulated higher than observed cloud cover over the ocean.

By increasing the relative humidity threshold over the ocean, the simulated SSTs were

in much better agreement with the observed climatology. However, a small cold bias

is still observed specially during spring/summer, which results in a lower summer,

and consequently, total annual, precipitation over land in the region from -130 N to

-200 N.

In order to account for the cold bias in the simulated current SSTs, results with

the interactive MLOM based on 6K yrs BP forcings were compared to results from

a "control" simulation with 6K yrs BP forcings in which the corrected (i.e. by in

cluding the bias) SSTs were fixed. Results from this "control" simulation using the

biased SSTs and 6K yrs BP forcings, show slightly drier conditions than those of the

simulation with fixed NCEP climatology (See Chapter 3). In the simulation based

on 6K yrs BP forcings where the MLOM is turned on, we find again mostly cooler

SSTs, except for a small warming during autumn. Additionally, the pattern of the

SST anomalies is quite different from that of the biased SSTs.

We find that the effect of the superposition of the corrected SSTs and the orbitally

induced SST anomalies, is to bring the simulated climate conditions over the current

Sahara back again to those of the simulation with fixed NCEP climatology. It is then

reasonable to assume that if the validation of our MLOM would have not resulted

in any biases, the addition of an oceanic component into Mid-Holocene simulations

could have resulted in a more northward position of the southern desert margin even

further than that of the simulation with the fixed NCEP climatology (See Chapter 3),

bringing our simulations in much better agreement with palaeoclimatic reconstruc

tions. We also understand that the simulated signal in the SSTs is the direct result of

orbitally-induced thermal changes in the mixed layer, while possible localized effects
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such as upwelling/sinking which we did not account for, could have produced a more

complicated signal superimposed on top of the orbitally-induced one.
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Chapter 5

Summary and Conclusions

5.1 Summary of Results

The successful simulation of past climate change is a critical component in the process

of validating a climate model. It would give us more confidence when attempting to

use the model to simulate future climate change. Additionally, it would give us some

insights onto the way in which interactions between the components of the climate

system (i.e. atmosphere, biosphere, ocean, surface waters) take place. The gained

understanding would ultimately allow for model improvements. The Middle Holocene

presents a unique opportunity to isolate the effects of insolation on climate since ev

idence indicates that during this period the ice sheets had already retreated to their

current location, and the atmospheric CO2 concentration was closer to preindustrial

levels. During the Middle Holocene (6K yrs BP), an increased seasonality in radiation

in the Northern Hemisphere resulted in a stronger West African summer monsoon

with the re.gion currently occupied by the Sahara Desert becoming almost completely

vegetated. It is our interest to understand the mechanisms through which these inso

lation changes enhanced the monsoonal climate over West Africa during the period

resulting in a significant rainfall increase, as has been widely recorded.

Previous studies using atmospheric general circulation models have significantly

underestimated the expected wetter/greener conditions over West Africa during the

Middle Holocene. Although the vegetation, soil, lake, wetland, and ocean feedbacks
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on climate have been omitted in these studies, these have been identified as the

possible mechanisms through which orbital forcings could have been enhanced to

produce the recorded significant rainfall increase. Here, we have presented the results

of several simulations performed with a zonally-symmetric climate model, with the

purpose of assessing whether the model is capable of reproducing the main features

of the Mid-Holocene climate over West Africa, namely the observed greening of the

Sahara during the period. With the objective of assessing the relative contributions of

orbitally-induced changes in radiation, vegetation dynamics, the sensitivity to initial

vegetation conditions, and ocean dynamics, several experiments based on both current

and 6K yrs BP orbital forcings were designed and results are summarized hereafter.

Figure 5-1 presents a summary of our findings using the biosphere-atmosphere model

in terms of the distribution of moist static energy over the land and ocean, which

determines the strength of the monsoon circulation [Eltahir and Gong, 1996; Eltahir,

1998; Zheng and Eltahir, 1998].

- Orbitally-induced climate change
- - • Impact of vegetation dynamics
• - I _ Impact of changes in initial vegetation conditions

C
ell
Q)

g
w
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~

Figure 5-1: Summary of results based on a schematic representation of the distri
bution of moist static energy over land and ocean. A steeper (flatter)
gradient in the moist static energy between the land and the ocean re
sults in a stronger (weaker) monsoon [Eltahir and Gong, 1996; Eltahir,
1998; Zheng and Eltahir, 1998].
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5.1.1 Orbitally-Induced Climate Change

With the purpose of isolating our model's response to changes in the Earth's orbital

configuration, simulations in which vegetation conditions were fixed to the close

to-observed distribution were performed using current and 6K yrs BP orbital forc

ings. Our results show that an orbitally-induced increase in the solar radiation reach

ing the top of the Earth's atmosphere alone is insufficient to simulate the expected

greener/wetter conditions over West Africa for the Middle Holocene. In the simulation

using 6K yrs BP orbital forcings, we found a small increase in precipitation as com

pared to the simulation with current forcings. However, the increased precipitation

is limited to the southern border of the Sahara Desert.

Since in these simulations we have fixed the vegetation to its current distribution,

the fixed albedo limits the enhancement of net radiation reaching the land surface.

As a consequence of the limited response in the net radiation at the land surface,

the energy fluxes (latent and sensible heat fluxes) fed into the land boundary layer

do not increase significantly (Figure 5-1, solid line). Therefore, the strength of the

monsoon circulation, which is strongly dependent on the differential energy fluxes

between the land and the ocean, does not increase significantly, consistent with a

limited northward migration of the southern desert margin (-1.1°). In other words,

the limited response simulated is due to the fixed vegetation conditions anchoring the

simulated climate to the current climate.

5.1.2 Impact of Vegetation Dynamics

Previous studies using general circulation models have consistently underestimated

the extent' of the monsoon penetration when prescribing current land surface condi

tions in simulations of the Middle Holocene. The same limited response is reflected

in our results based on changes to the orbital forcings alone. Therefore, in order to

allow for a more complete response of the climate system to changes in insolation, we

allowed the vegetation in the tropical regions of West Africa to dynamically interact

with the climate until an equilibrium was established.
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Our results show that when vegetation is allowed to dynamically respond to the

slight orbitally-induced increase in precipitation simulated for the Middle Holocene,

it becomes greener, which again feeds back into the strength of the monsoon circu

lation. The main mechanism for the monsoon enhancement results from the lower

surface albedo associated to the greener vegetation distribution, which acts by signifi

cantly increasing the net radiation reaching the land surface for the Middle Holocene.

Since this increase in the net radiation is accompanied by similar increases in the

energy fluxes (latent and sensible heat fluxes) fed into the land boundary layer, the

resulting steeper gradient of moist static energy (Figure 5-1, dashed line) produces a

healthier monsoon circulation. Additionally, we have found that due to the increased

soil moisture simulated for the Mid-Holocene, the evapotranspiration increases more

significantly than the sensible heating serving as a more significant mechanism for

moisture recycling. As a result of these changes, the southern desert margin migrates

northward by -2.4° (from 15.7° N to 18.1° N). However, the extent of the vegetation

expansion is still significantly underestimated compared to palaeoclimatic evidence.

5.1.3 Impact of Changes in Initial Vegetation Conditions

Previous studies have demonstrated the importance of incorporating Mid-Holocene

vegetation conditions in order to bring simulations closer to palaeoclimatic recon

structions. Based on the information derived from Hoelzmann et at. 's [1998] map of

palaeovegetation, we determined the extent of the vegetation belts during the Middle

Holocene. When we initialized our model with this greener vegetation distribution on

a simulation based on current orbital forcings, we found that it cannot be sustained.

The model reaches an equilibrium very similar to the currently observed climate, the

same as when it was initialized with the close-to-observed vegetation distribution.

However, when using 6K yrs BP orbital forcings, we found that this vegetation dis

tribution can in fact be sustained under Mid-Holocene forcings, except for a small

southward retreat of the southern desert margin by -2.5° from its originally speci

fied position. Water demanding vegetation types such as dry forest and grassland

expand northward by -500 km to -20.5° N as compared to conditions simulated for
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the current climate (-15.40 N, defined as location of 200 mm/yr precipitation).

An orbitally-induced increase in top-of-the-atmosphere insolation during the Mid

dle Holocene resulting in a slight increase of the net radiation at the surface, is respon

sible for the initial enhancement of the West African summer monsoon. As a result of

the positive precipitation anomaly simulated over land, moister soil conditions and a

greener vegetation distribution are produced. Based on the hypothesis developed by

Eltahir [1996, 1998] on the soil moisture-rainfall feedback mechanism, these changes

to the land surface result in increased net solar radiation. The increased net radiation

at the land surface is again balanced by corresponding increases in the total energy

fluxes (mostly in the form of latent heat due to decreased Bowen ratio) fed into the

land's boundary layer. With conditions over the ocean being fixed by the specified

SST climatology, an even steeper gradient of moist static energy between the land

and the ocean is produced (Figure 5-1, dashed-dotted line). As a consequence, the

summer monsoon circulation is further enhanced until an equilibrium is established

in which a significantly stronger monsoon can be sustained under 6K yrs BP orbital

forcings.

Contrary to previous studies, which have identified only a single green equilibrium

for the West African region during the Middle Holocene, we find multiple equilibria

for the period as drawn from the different results obtained when using different initial

vegetation conditions corresponding to the current and Mid-Holocene distributions.

Wang and Eltahir [2000b], demonstrated how climate transitions between different

equilibria shape the currently observed low-frequency rainfall variability over the re

gion. Based on this, we hypothesize that similar transitions could have taken place

during the Middle Holocene causing the southern desert margin to migrate between

18.10 Nand 21.40 N.

5.1.4 Impact of Ocean Dynamics

As part of our research, an interactive mixed layer ocean model (MLOM) has been

added to ZonalBAM in order to consider the effect of ocean feedbacks in the dynamics

of the West African monsoon. Our validation of the MLOM based on current forcings
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resulted in a small cold bias in the simulated SSTs specially during spring/summer.

This cold bias in the SSTs results in a lower summer, and consequently, total an

nual, precipitation over land, and has implications on the accuracy of the MLOM in

simulating ocean conditions during the Middle Holocene.

The cold bias in the simulated current SSTs was taken into account by comparing

the results obtained from a 6K yrs BP simulation using the interactive MLOM to the

results from a" control" simulation with 6K yrs BP orbital forcings in which corrected

SSTs (i.e. by including the bias) were fixed. Results from this" control" simulation

using the corrected SSTs and 6K yrs BP orbital forcings, again show slightly drier

conditions than those of the simulation with fixed current SST climatology.

In the simulation based on 6K yrs BP orbital forcings where the MLOM is turned

on, we find again negative SST anomalies during spring/summer when compared to

the "control" simulation, consistent with other studies. However, some warming is

simulated during autumn, and the pattern of these SST anomalies is quite different

from that of the corrected SSTs. The simulated anomaly pattern in the Middle

Holocene SSTs by itself, produces a distinct migrational pattern in the precipitation

difference field, as well as in other key variables, which is related to a longer-lasting

and stronger monsoon. When the effects of the corrected SSTs and the simulated

anomaly pattern in the SSTs for 6K yrs BP are superimposed, the simulated year

round increase in precipitation near the coast dominates resulting in increased coastal

precipitation. However, near the desert margin, the increase in precipitation resulting

from the SST anomalies simulated for the Middle Holocene is counteracted by the

precipitation decrease associated with the corrected SSTs. As a consequence, the

simulated location of the southern desert margin stays the same as in the simulation

with fixed NCEP SST climatology.

It is then reasonable to speculate that if the validation of our MLOM would have

not resulted in any biases, the addition of an oceanic component into Mid-Holocene

simulations could have resulted in a more northward position of the southern desert

margin even further than that of the simulation with the fixed SST climatology,

bringing our simulations in much better agreement with palaeoclimatic reconstruc-
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tions. We also recognize that the simulated change in the SSTs is the direct result of

orbitally-induced thermal changes in the mixed layer, while possible localized effects

such as upwelling/sinking which we did not account for, could have produced a more

complicated signal superimposed on top of the orbitally-induced one.

5.2 Conclusions

From this modeling study, the complexity and non-linearity of the West African

climate is evident. Different feedback mechanisms interact to affect the strength

of the close-to-zonally-symmetric monsoon circulation through changes in the moist

static energy of the land with respect to the ocean. Our zonally-symmetric climate

model, ZonaIBAM, has served as a tool to better understand how the inclusion of

feedback mechanisms could improve simulations of climate change. Nevertheless, we

have found that several limitations arise from ZonaiBAM's simplified configuration.

It is evident that zonally-symmetric models are strongly dependent on reliable ini

tial and boundary conditions to accurately reproduce the current and Mid-Holocene

climates. For the current climate, this limitation is overcome by the high amount of

data available. However, in simulating past climates there is a high degree of uncer

tainty regarding these conditions (e.g. ocean conditions, vegetation conditions, con

ditions in mid-latitudes). The importance of having a good idea about the boundary

conditions expected under the different climate regime that we are trying to simu

late has been demonstrated. It has been shown that due to the multiple equilibria

nature of the West African climate during the Middle Holocene, it is important that

the vegetation distribution is initialized close to that expected from reconstructions

or else the system could evolve into a different equilibrium. We have shown how

changes to the ocean conditions during the Middle Holocene could have contributed

to a longer-lasting monsoon circulation over West Africa and could have resulted in

a more northward location of the southern margin of the Sahara.

Our most realistic results show a northward shift of -500 km in the southern mar

gin of the Sahara Desert during the Middle Holocene, consistent with palaeoclimatic
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reconstructions. However, our model fails to simulate the expected wetter conditions

in the region from -20.50 N--230 N. The reasons behind this limited response have

been identified as:

1. Our zonally-symmetric model cannot simulate the influence of the northwestern

polar depressions and Atlantic cyclones, which according to Petit-Maire and

Guo [1997] were a more important contributor to precipitation in the northern

Sahara during the Middle Holocene than currently.

2. Due to our model's zonally-symmetric configuration, additional feedbacks re

sulting from a significant increase in the area occupied by surface waters during

the Middle Holocene have not been included.

3. Due to the simulated cold bias in the current SSTs, the response of the climate

system to changes in the ocean conditions was not fully simulated. Additionally,

due to our model's zonal symmetry, local changes in SSTs due to localized up

welling/sinking and heat transport by ocean currents, have not been simulated.

However, in spite of all these caveats, it is remarkable that our simple zonally

symmetric model was able to simulate the greening of the Sahara during the Middle

Holocene. Additionally, several other studies [Kutzbach et al., 1996; Doherty et al.,

2000; Texier et al., 2000; Carrington et al., 2001] suggest the possibility that the

distribution of vegetation n of -200 -250 N was not as spatially continuous as has

been inferred from the interpolation between a limited number of sites, and that

local moisture recycling may have played an important role in maintaining regional

scale patches of vegetation/lakes/wetlands rather than a uniform continental-scale

vegetation shift.

Our results confirm that the same basic mechanisms for monsoon enhancement

that have been identified under current forcings can be successfully applied to the

understanding of past climates over the region of West Africa. However, care should

be exercised by taking into account model limitations, and the high degree of un

certainty in boundary and initial conditions corresponding to past climates. The
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understanding gained from this study could be applied to the analysis of future cli

mate changes, such as those expected under increased greenhouse emissions. As an

example, Petit-Maire and Guo [1997] have stated that the expected greenhouse warm

ing could produce changes in the atmospheric circulation over the Sahara, similar to

those that occurred during the Middle Holocene. They have also stated that since

the population near the desert margin is expected to double by 2038, there is a fear

that the increased water resources probably expected for the region could be coun

terbalanced by their misuse, as well as other human activities such as deforestation

and desertification.

Here, we have shown how increases in the net radiation reaching the land surface,

resulting mainly from increased top-of-the-atmosphere insolation and reduced surface

albedo, would result in more energy fluxes (latent and sensible heat fluxes) fed into

the land boundary layer and a stronger monsoon. The increased greenhouse loading

into the atmosphere could similarly increase the net radiation at the surface through

additional trapping of the Earth's longwave radiation. With conditions over the ocean

being the same, the increased radiation at the land surface could result in a steeper

gradient of moist static energy, and consequently, in a stronger monsoon. Associated

with the stronger monsoon, vegetation feedbacks could take place resulting in greening

of the vegetation and further monsoon enhancement.

5.3 Future Research

The fact that our simple zonally-symmetric climate model was able to reproduce a

significant part of the expected greening of the Sahara during the Middle Holocene is

remarkable. However, our simulated northward shift of the southern desert margin to

-20.5° N is still underestimated when compared to reconstructions of palaeovegeta

tion. Several feedback mechanisms which we did not account for, could be the cause

for mismatch with palaeodata. Ideally, global climate models with high temporal and

spatial resolution in which the atmosphere, biosphere, and ocean are synchronously

coupled, would be required to bring palaeoclimate simulations closer to palaeocli-
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matic evidence. This will in turn increase our degree of confidence in the model for

simulating future climate change. Therefore, the following work is suggested as a

continuation of our efforts:

1. Simulations in which vegetation perturbations are introduced in a certain region

in order to determine the resilience of the climate system during the Middle

Holocene. This could give us some insight into how transitions between the

different climate equilibria simulated for the Middle Holocene could have taken

place.

2. Sensitivity simulations based on more realistic soil conditions during the Middle

Holocene, specifically reflecting the higher organic soil content associated to

greener conditions during the period.

3. Simulations in which changes to the atmospheric dust loadings during the Mid

dle Holocene are included.

4. Simulations in which variability in the zonal direction is added to the mixed

layer ocean model with the purpose of reducing the bias in the simulated SSTs.

This will increase our confidence in the model's ability in simulating the role of

ocean dynamics during the Middle Holocene.

5. Simulations using a global climate model with synchronous coupling of the

atmosphere-vegetation-ocean system so that we could account for the following

processes:

(a) Changes in the global atmospheric circulation such as those imposed by

ENSO, NAO.

(b) Changes in the global SST distribution resulting from both orbitally

induced direct thermal changes, and changes in the oceanic heat transport

and localized upwelling/sinking.

(c) The inclusion of middle-latitude eddies as an important transport mech

anism which could bring moisture to the northern Sahara in the form of

northwestern cyclones.
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(d) Accounting for surface waters (i.e. wetlands, lakes) as a possible feedback

mechanism, specially the contribution of Lake Mega Chad to the local

moisture and energy balance during the Middle Holocene.

(e) Accounting for topographically-induced changes in the atmospheric circu

lation (i.e. gravity waves), especially near the Ahaggar, Tibesti, and Atlas

mountain ranges.

(f) Differential expansion of the grassland vegetation between the western,

central, and eastern Sahara.

However, until computational constraints, uncertainties in model parameteriza

tions, and the lack of a quantitative set of boundary and initial conditions for the

period can be overcome, we will still be dealing with simplification and uncertainty.
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